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I.
he present paper forms part of a study (1) dealing with some aspects of the
T
shift from verbal to nominal expression within the structure of the English
language. In order to promote a better understanding of the differences and similar
ities the English verb displays in comparison with verbs of other languages, it con
centrates on a problem (or rather on one aspect of a problem) which does not concern
merely the English verb, but the verbs in Czech and German as well, and very likely
the Indo-Germanic verb in general. As the problem seems to be most perplexing
with the German verb, German has been chosen as the starting-point of the compari
son.
The problem pertains to the sphere of word-order, or rather to that of functional
sentence perspective (to be further denoted as FSP). It has been prompted by the
differences in position as revealed by the verbs in English, German and Czech, and
involves the vexed question whether it is possible to tquare these differences with
the theory of FSP. Before indicating how we intend to set about the propounded
question, let us start with a word of explanation and with a short survey of views
which we consider relevant to the problem.
By FSP (la) fsometimes also referred to as actual sentence analysis (2), actual sentence divi
sion (3), or contextual organisation (4) of the sentence | we understand the arrangement of sen
tence elements as it is viewed in the light of the actual situation, i. e. in fact in the light of the
context, both verbal and situational. Viewed in this way, those sentence elements which convey
something that is known, or may be inferred, from the verbal or from the situational context (or
simply something that evidently constitutes the starting-point of the communication) are to be
regarded as the communicative basis, as the theme of the sentence. On the other hand, those
sentence elements which convey the new piece of information are to be regarded as the communioative nucleus, as the rheme of the sentence. Needless to say, the thematic elements are less
important in the given situation, being communicatively less dynamic, i. e. carrying a smaller
amount of communicative dynamism (to be further denoted as CD), than the rhematic elements.
The latter, conveying the new piece of information, undoubtedly develop the communication
very substantially. Those sentence elements which belong neither to the theme nor to the rheme
form a kind of t r a n s i t i o n .

A number of highly suggestive articles on FSP have been written by V. Mathesius (5), who has not only appreciated the impact exercised by FSP on word-order,
but also determined the places occupied by FSP in the hierarchies of principles
governing the word-order in Czech and in English, thus throwing valuable light
on the structures of the two languages. As to Czech word-order (6), FSP operates
as the chief principle, predominantly determining both the non-emotive and the
emotive (emphatic) word-orders. On the other hand, the grammatical principle
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and tie principle of coherence of certain sentence elements (both being responsible
for patterning the words according to their grammatical function in the sentence)
and the rhythmical principle appear in Czech as secondary factors. As to English
word-order (7), it is the grammatical principle and the principle of coherence of
certain sentence elements that rankfirst,whereas the principle of FSP, the principle
of emphasis, and the rhythmical principle come second. The fact of functional
sentence perspective being given more play in the Czech than in the English order
of words explains why the gradual arrangement of words "from the known to the
unknown" is observed on a larger scale in Czech than in English.
This has induced Mathesius to adopt the opinion that English is much less sus
ceptible to FSP than Czech. He believed this view to be corroborated by the fixed
position of the English object and adverbial phrase after the verb (8), and by the
lixed position of the English verb in general (9). The English verb cannot move so freely
about in the sentence as its Czech counterpart can, and may therefore impair, or
perhaps even spoil, the gradual arrangement of words according to the principle
"from the known to the unknown" and get into serious disagreement with FSP.
As to the hierarchy of woid-oider principles in German, K. G. Krushel'nitskaya
has convincingly shewn (10) that it is the principle of FSP (11) that plays the leading
part in arranging both the non-emotive and the emotive order of words. It cannot,
however, assert itself to the same high degree as in Russian (or, let us add, in Czech);
the limited number offixedpositions in which the German verb may occur prevent
it from attaining that degree (cf. p. 18). From these conclusions it follows that the
German verb, too, may often impair, or perhaps even "spoil", the ordinary gradual
arrangement of words (in non-emotive sentences, that is) according to the principle
"from the known to the unknown" and be in disagreement with FSP.
Though K. Boost (12) does not realize that thefixedpositions of the German
verb must needs come into conflict with the aforesaid arrangement of words, the
existence of this conflict is betrayed by his very argument. Boost views the German
sentence as afieldof tension called into being by the fact that the speaker is in
possession of a certain item of knowledge (communication) to be imparted (13),
whereas the listener is not (p. 85). The tension will be relieved after the communica
tion has been conveyed (p. 30). The linguistic means employed in creating and remov
ing the tension are twofold (14). The tension is sustained (a) in that the words are
being arranged according to the principle "from the known to the unknown" [i. e.
according to the degree of the communicative value (15), the bearer of the highest
communicative value, the rheme proper, coming last', or (b) in that at least one
element standing in close relation to thefinitepart of the verbal form is separated
from it and shifted on to the end of the sentence (as, e. g., the past participle in
Er hat sich ein schdnes Buck gekaujt). These two sets of means (p. 57), however, do
not function in isolation, but are mutually interrelated and co-operate with each
other (16). — The conflict becomes especially evident if we admit that the positions
in the sentence are capable of marking out the various degrees of communicative
value (cf. Ich schenke dent Kind den Apfel, Ich schenke den Apfel dent Kind, in which
the change in position entails a change in the respective communicative values);
for here the question arises about the degree of co-operation displayed by the two
sets of means. One can hardly speak of co-operation iffinding,for instance, the
German verbal form quite frequently at the end of the sentence without being
marked out by its position as bearer of the highest communicative value.
From what has been said so far it might perhaps be gathered that in non-emotive
sentences the Czech verb is always placed in complete agreement with the gradual
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arrangement "from the known to the unknown". This would be an erroneous con
clusion. As it has been pointed out, for instance by F. Kopecny (17), and sub
scribed to by F. Danes' (18), Present-Day Czech shows a tendency to place the
verb in a medial position. As we shall see further on (cf. p. 54), the ModCz verb not
infrequently appears in this position, although carrying a definitely higher amount
of CD than the element which follows. In older Czech literature, on the other hand,
it is quite usual to place the verb at the end (19), regardless of whether it carries the
highest amount of CD or not, a practice surely reminiscent of that followed by Ger
man. And last but not least, the same holds good for the OE verb in subordinate
clauses.
We hope to have advanced ample proof that the question posed at the beginning
of this chapter (i. e. whether it is possible to square the varying positions of the verb
in non-emotive sentences with the FSP theory) is important enough to be tackled.
Its solution seems all the more desirable as we believe FSP to be one of the most
essential constituents of language. For how could language function as an efficient
instrument of thought and communication if it were not in a position to secure — at
least to some degree — a reliable appreciation of the distribution of communicative
dynamism, in other words, to aid its users to discriminate between thematic, transi
tional, and rhematic elements? Consequently, if the verb of some language (perhaps
throughout the entire existence of that language or during a certain period of its
development) should really prove insusceptible to FSP, the degree of insusceptibility
to FSP displayed by the language would seem intolerably high.
The propounded problem is therefore worth attacking. As we do not intend to
dispose of it in its entirety, we propose to approach it at least from a point at which
the disagreement of the verb with FSP may be most conspicuous — thefinalposition
of the verb. This, of course, does not exclude other positions from our observation.
As to the clue poin ing to the solution, it seems that it will have to be sought for in
the iact that word-order is not the only means of FSP. As has been demonstrated by
G. K. K rushel'nitskaya (20) on German material and by our papers on English
material, FSP can avail itself of semantic means (see more about it further below
on p. 43) that are capable of working counter to the power exercised by sentence
positions. [In this direction point also the observations by H. Paul, M. Schubiger,
B. A. Il'jish, F. Danes, K. Boost and others (21).1 This is why it seems advisable
to tpproach the problem from the semantic side. A highly valuable suggestion from
which we intend to start is the classic observation (22) on the transitive character
of the verb voiced by A. Sechehaye in his Essai sur la Structure Logique de la
Phrase (Paris 1926). Sechehaye extends the use of the term "transitive" to any verb
whose semantic content is in need of an amplification (23), an amplification without
which the meaning of the verb would be incomplete. As Sechehaye's observation is
the starting point of our argument, we quote its relevant part in full (pp. 80—81).
J

»I1 y a, comme l'ont fait remarquer ceux qui se sont occupes de la terminologie
scolaire, une quantity de verbes qui ne sont pas suivis d'un complement direct et
qui n'en sont pas moins etroitement unis a leur «objet»; exemples: se servir de,
aspirer A, nuire d, etc Ces verbes, autant que ceux qui pree'dent [i. e. such as
require a direct object — J . F.], ont besoin de leur complement comme d'une deter
mination qui vient achever une idee insuffisante en elle-meme. Dans un cas comme
dans l'autre, Vidie representee pat ces mots s'offre a Vimagination avec un car
d'incompUtude: e'est un principal qui est fait pour un complement et qui ne parait
pas avoir accompli sa fonction s'il n'y aboutit pas. Or, si nous definissons la transitivite par l'incompletude de l'idee principale, nous voyons aussitot une perspective
beaucoup plus vaste s'ouvrir devant nous. Les verbes transitifs ne seront plus necessairement des verbes d'action appelant un objet, dans le sens special du terme:
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appartenir a, qui demands un complement d6signant le possesseur, aller a, qui
appelle une indication de lieu, seront transitifs egalement. Parmi les verbes il
faudra compter aussi tous ceux qui sont faits pour etre suivis d'un infinitif aveo
ou sans particule comme devoir, vouloir, cesser de, se mettre a et beaucoup d'autres

We have now proceeded far enough to start our inquiry into concrete language
materials. Fearing, however, our previous papers on FSP (5, 16) may not be acces
sible to the reader, we feel we ought to give a summary of the main principles of the
theory presented there. In doing so we will confine ourselves to those issues whose
knowledge is presupposed by the argument pursued in the following chapters
of this study.
We hold that between the comparatively least important element, the theme proper, and the
comparatively most important element, the rheme proper, one can observe a gamut of degrees
of varying importance, of varying communicative value, of varying CD. It is, of course, not always
easy to draw an exact dividing line between the transition and the theme on the one hand, and
the transition and the rheme on the other. In such cases it is necessary to attempt at least a cor
rect estimate of the relative importance of the elements composing the analysed structure.
Let us apply the described method of analysis to the following illustrative example. The small
figures placed above the line after a word or group of words represent the gamut of CD as displayed
by the elements within theme ( , , ...), transition (*', , '...) and rheme ( , , ...)
(The numbers , , , are used if no further differentiation within theme, transition, and rheme.
respectively, seems necessary.)
n

1 0

2 0

1 2

13

2 i

2

31

a 2

83

3 0

13

11

20

51

12

32

33

14

1. Every evening he used to come and see her , and stop to supper at the farmhouse .
— The Three Sillies, English Fairy Tales, coll. by
J. Jacobs (24, 25).
As to the elements before the comma, he is undoubtedly the theme proper; her and every
evening are also thematic, but communicatively more dynamic (26) than he, every evening being
in its turn more dynamic than her; the words used to are transitional, come and see rhematic.
After the comma, the expression at the farmhouse is perhaps the most dynamic thematic element,
whereas the words stop to supper are rhematic, supper probably being the most dynamic element,
and consequently the rheme proper, of the entire sentence.
Strictly speaking, any element that names (27), or refers to, some phenomenon of the extralinguistic reality (by which we understand all the things — in the widest sense of the word —
about which communication is being made) carries a certain amount of CD. Consequently, even
a morpheme has to be considered a carrier of CD, and if necessary (if, for instance, a consistently
detailed analysis is attempted for comparative purposes) marked out as such. The Cz. neZ&dala
of 2 (28) is an illustration of such procedure.
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2. She did not want him .
Ne zada l 'a si ho .
By referring to theme proper, Cz. -a in nezidala, to a certain degree, corresponds to E . she.
As transitional time-indicator, the Cz. morpheme -I operates in a way similar to that of the
E . did. Etc. (29).
The degrees of CD carried by the elements of a written /printed (30) sentence are marked out
by the following means of FSP: (i) word-order, (ii) the context itself (both verbal and situational),
(iii) the semantic-contextual means.
If not interfered with by other means, WORD-ORDER creates what we call the basic distri
bution of CD. This means that in distributing CD the sentence positions as they follow each
other from beginning to end, tend to run through the basic gamut, starting with theme proper
and finishing with rheme proper. The sentence then stands in consistent theme — rheme
perspective. Cf. Fatter hit qm for a wilk with John™, Father " has gone* with John for
a watt?*, John has been taken, out ' for a walk by Father , the given notations holding good,
course, only in case we take the sentences at their face value, without putting them into special
contexts. (Though starting from a somewhat different point of view, D. L. Bolinger's remark
able theory of linear sentence modification (31) seems to point in the same direction.)
In this connection it is worth notice that in some cases even a thematic element may contribute
considerably to the development of discourse. Thus in a sentence of the type A girl broke
a vase , the thematic subject carries a comparatively high degree of CD (the non-generic indefinite
article marking out a new idea). Yet as the other elements are more dynamic still, the subject is
felt to be thematic owing to the pressure exerted by the basic distribution of CD. This means
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that the fact of the theme carrying the least amount of CD does not preclude the possibility of
its carrying a new piece of information.
In its operation, basic distribution of CD is not limited to the sphere of a single clause. There
are spheres of higher order, such as that of a complex sentence, or that of a paragraph, etc.,
within which the basic distribution of CD functions as well. On the other hand, there are spheres
of lower order than that of a clause. For instance, the semi-clausal structure in Coming home tired,
he refused to take his supper would represent such a lower sphere (Coming" home tired ). Viewe
in its relation to the remaining part of the sentence, the semi-clausal structure would have to be
interpreted as a transitional or perhaps as a considerably dynamic thematic element.
Strictly speaking, the examined sentence does not stand in consistent theme-rheme per
spective. This is due to the operation of the CONTEXT, which itself is another important
means of FSP. Tbe operation of the context (both verbal and situational) is especially ob
vious when it acts counter to the basic distribution of CD. Thus when thematic elements,
i. e. such as express notions that are known or may be gathered from the context, occur
in basically transitional or basically rhematic positions, they communicatively weaken them,
or so to speak, "dedynamize", "thematize" them. On the contrary, transitional and rhematic
elements, i. e. such as express notions that are unknown or cannot be gathered from the
context, communicatively strengthen basically thematic positions if they occur in them; they,
so to speak "dynamize" them, rendering them transitional or "rhematizing" them respectively.
Under the heading of SEMANTIC-CONTEXTUAL means of FSP (for short SC means) come
words that on account of their specific semantic character show quite a particular relation to
the context and may — in co-operation with other means — either weaken or strengthen tha
positions in the sentence in a more or less invariable way, as e. g. the personal pronouns / , you, he,
which tend to appear as thematic. Another important SC means are, e. g., the indefinite article
and its zero plural variant. These two articles perform the function of SC means, as they signalize
the novelty of ideas conveyed by the nouns they qualify. They may therefore play an important
pirt in that co-operation of means which may render non-thematic even such a subject as occurs
at the very beginning, or very near the beginning, of the sentence. A comparatively high degree of
co operation of means is needed if a subject of the described kind is to appear as the rheme proper
of the sentence (32), as e. g. in A haze hovered over the prospect. (The words the prospect expre
a nation known from the previous context, "dedynamizing" the position in which they occur. As
to the verb hover, it functions as a "dedynamizing" SC means. It is one of those verbs which
imply the notion of "emergence [or simply 'existence'] on the scene" and which under the circum
stances (33) somewhat recede into the background, allowing the reader's attention to concentrate
on the very object that "exists, or is emerging, on the Bcene".)
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Another SC means is the definite article. Provided the conditions created by other means are
favourable, the defiiite article may communicatively weaken (under very favourable conditions
even "themitize") the position which it occupies together with its substantive. This may be so
especially when the definite article conveys the highest degree of definiteness, i. e. when it un
mistakably refers to an idea well-known from the verbal or situational oontext (cf. the function of
the definite article in the example quoted above). It is obvious that, on account of its semantic
character, the definite article taken by itself cannot communicatively strengthen the noun it
qualifiss. This, however, can be achieved by other means, whioh accounts for the existence of
non-thematio subjects containing the definite article [as e. g. (34) The word fisherman?" came
into his head ].
SC means do not operate in what we have called after D. L . Bolinger (35) second-instance
sentences. Roughly speaking, these sentences contain one h e a v i l y contrasted word, and
except for their phonic (prosodic) and possibly also their typographical form, they imitate the
structure of those sentences with which they are being contrasted (no matter whether these
sentences have really been uttered or merely exist in the writer's'speaker's and reader's/listener's
minds). Viewed from the angle of FSP, the heavily contrasted word constitutes the rheme proper,
all the other elements formins! an extensive theme proper. Any word may function as rheme in these
sentences, even such as otherwise serves as a thematic SC means. For instance, any word in 1 might
become the heavily contrasted word, if the sentence passes into the second instance.
The distinction made by D. L . Bolinger betweenfirstand second instance sentences is of great
methodological value to the theory of FSP, for it facilitates a more accurate classification of
means of FSP. In our opinion, further research might establish a hierarchy of transitional types
between and within the first and second instances, which would undoubtedly yield another signi
ficant contribution to the classification of means. In Chapter Three of the present study we shall
try to offsr sonn n9w thoughts on this problem.
It may have been gathered from what has so far been put forth that there is a certain tension
between the sentence positions as carriers of the basic distribution of CD and the other means
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of FSP. If properly handled, however, this tension may result in a truly manifold, but effective
co-operation of all the means concerned.

We may now turn to the examination of concrete language materials. Needless to
say, the positions of the verb which are not in accordance with the arrangement
"from the known to the unknown", or to use a term of our own, with the basic
distribution of CD, will certainly serve as a touchstone of the FSP theory outlined
above (36).
II.
The materials to be examined have been drawn from the following English,
German and Czech texts: John Galsworthy, The Forsyte Saga, Heinemann, London
1922 (abbr. FS); John Galsworthy, Die Forsyte Saga (transl. by Luise Wolf and
Leon Schalit), Paul List Verlag, Leipzig 1957 [abbr. FS (37)]; John Galsworthy,
Bohatec (transl. by B. Kubertova-Zatkova), Melantrich, Praha 1935 (abbr. FSJ;
John Galsworthy, Bohatec (transl. by Z. Urbanek), SNKLHU, Praha 1957 (abbr.
FS ); Karel Capek, Anglicke listy, Borovy, Praha 1947 (abbr. LE); Karel Capek,
Letters from England (transl. by P. Selver), Geoffrey Bles, London 1945 abbr.LE (37)];
Karel Capek, Seltsames England (transl. by Vincy Schwarz), Bruno Cassirer, Berlin
(probably) 1936 [abbr. L E (37)]; Anna Seghers, Das siebte Kreuz, Aufbau-Verlag,
Berlin 1951 (abbr. SK).
Seeking a solution of the problems suggested in Chapter One, we subjected to
analysis about 400 German instances (about 200 taken from FS 13—27 and about
200 from LE 9—30) with verbal forms actually occurring finally or with verbal
forms whose non-final occurrence was an evident deviation from the prevalent
usage; in addition to these instances, their English (FS 3—19, LE 9—36) and Czech
(FS! 11—24, FS 17—31, LE9—27) oppositenumberswereanalyzed. As the instances
taken from the German versions of FS and LE were not original German texts, but
translations, we analyzed also about 200 instances from SK 7—18.
It should be explained that by a German verbal form occurringfinallywe under
stand not only the entire finite verbal form (made up of the auxiliary/auxiliaries
and the past participle/infinitive) as found at the end of a German subordinate
clause, but also that part of the finite verbal form which, separated from its basic
auxiliary, occurs at the end of a German principal clause, and also the non-finite
verbal form as found at the end of a German s< mi-clausal construction (i. e. a parti
cipial or an infinitive phrase). It should be further added that the instances were
taken from declarative sentences only. The criterion according to which we have
grouped the instances for analysis is the degree of CD carried by the final (i. e.
finally placed) verbal form. The final German verbal form of the first group to be
discussed (instances 3—20) is non-thematic, but never carrying the highest amount
of CD, i. e. never functioning as rheme proper. The instances with which we are
opening our inquiry are 3, 4 and 5 below.
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3. E r war fast zur Mythe geworden — . . . — FS 21.36 (38,39)
He h a d become almost a myth — . . . — FS 12.31
Stal se z neho takfka mythus — . . . — F S 25.23
4. [Die Poesie des englischen Heimsist damit bezahlt,] daB die englische StraBe poesielos *
ist . - L E 21.4
[The poetry of the English home exists at the expense of the English street] which is
devoid of poetry . — L E 24.1
[Poesie anglickeho domova jezaplacenatfm,] ze anglicka ulice je bez poesie . — L E 18.16
5. [Inzwischen habe ich unter anderra entratselt,] daB der wilde Schrei „o-ej-6" auf der
StraBe Kartoffeln ' bedeutet ; . . . - L E 27.23
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[In the meanwhile I have found out, among other things,] that the wild cry "o-ei-o" in the
street means •potatoes ; ... — L E 31.20
[Zitimjsemmimo jinerozlustil,] ze divy kHk „o-ej-6" na ulici znamena brambory . —
L E 23.29
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3, 4 and 5 have the following features in common. The verbal forms war geworden,
etc., are not the only non-thematic elements in their sentences.
Each verbal form enters into its sentence together with another non-thematic
element. It is not difficult to see that in contra t with this non-thematic element
(its non-thematic partner), the verbal form conveys little meaning. The meaning of
the verb is indeed so poor that it sorely needs amplification, and it is the said nonthematic partner that satisfies the need and conveyj the amplification. Speaking in
terms of FSP, in 3, 4 and 5 the non-thematic partners of the verbs carry higher
amounts of CD (functioning in fact as rhemes proper) than the respective verbs.
It is further worth notice that the differences in position as respectively revealed by
the transitional geworden etc., and the rhematic fast zur Mythe etc. on the one hand,
and by the transitional had become, stal se etc. and by the rhematic almost a myth,
takfka mythus etc. on the other, do not entail different interpretations of the respective
amounts of CD.
What has been said about the copulative verbs (40) in 3, 4 and 5 may be virtually
repeated about the non-copulative verbal forms in 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
had become, stal se
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6. D u enjlischa Haim m u 8 sein eigenes Odrtchen haben , . . . — L E 20.24
T<i3 E i^liih hon; must have its oim garden , ... — L E 23.14
Aijlisiy djiiJ7 musi m i t svov, vlastnl zahrddku , ... — L E 18.11
7. [vVar er gswiiidb, . . . , S3 hielten sia es fiir geboten,] ihm audi hiibsche Oeschenke zu
machen ', . . . - FS 18.36
[If h.3 wara alssk..., it wa3 mrtrs necessary] to give him nice things'* , . . . — FS 9.14
[Jsitlizs by bylpSknS vyitrojen..bylo by tim nezbytnejsi] d a t m u hezU vici ; ... —
FSi 22.22
8. ....so habe ich. ein Bildohen gezeichnet , . . . — L E 10.17
. . . I w i l l draw a little pictur ... - L E 11.3
. . . , tedy n a k r e 3 l i l jsera vam obrdzelfi', ... — L E 10.14 (41)
9. Ich hab'3 mi< Harrogate versueht . - FS 24.1
I " ve tried Harrogate . — FS 15.9
V y z k o u s e l jsem Harrogate . — FS> 27.23
10. [Eine grjBe Da-ns von schSner G39talt]— ein Familienmitglied h a t sie einmal
mit einer heiiiischen Qdllin * v e r g l i c h e n — [beobachtete die beidenmiteinemschattenhaften L^cheln.] — FS 20.1
[A tall woman, with i beautiful figure,] which some member of the family h a d once
compared to a heathen goddess , [stood looking at these two with a shadowy smile.] —
FS 10.19
[Nedaleko nioh stala vy3oka zena krasne postavy,] jiz jeden z clenu rodiny kdysi
p r i r o v n a l k anticke bohyni ", [a pohlizela na snoubence s matnym usmevem.] — FS 17.4
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Like the copulative verbs in 3—5, the non-copulative verbal forms in 6—10 arc
not the only non-thematic elements in their sentences. Each of them enters into its
sentence together with a non-thematic element and is surpassed by it in CD (cf. the
rhemes in 6—10). It is further worth notice that the differences in position as respec
tively revealed by the transitional muji... haben (instance 6), zu machen (inst. 7)
ftc. and the rhematic sein eigenes Gdrtchen (inst. 6), hubsche Geschenke (inst. 7) on the
one hand, and by the transitional must have (inst. 6), to give (inst. 7), musi mit (inst. 6),
ddt (inst. 7) etc. and the rhematic its own garden (inst. 6), nice things (inst.
vlastni zahrddku (inst. 6), hezke veci (inst. 7) on the other, do not entail

7), svou
essential

differences in the respective amounts of CD.
Grammatically speaking, the non-thematic elements of 6—10 that carry higher
amounts of CD than their respective verbs are all objects, either simple or preposi45

tional (cf. the rhemes in 6—10). Semantically, these objects are undoubtedly essential
amplifications of the respective verbal meanings. (Cf. Sechehaye's observation
quoted earlier on p. 41.) From the point of view of FSP, they appear — regardless
of position — more dynamic than the verbal elements. This explains why a change
in word-order as shown by the following German sentences will not bring about any
essential changes in FSP. Just compare "Das englische Heim hat'- sein eigenes
Gartchen " with the English and Czech equivalents quoted in 6, and similarly,
"Sie machten^ihrn auch- hubsche Geschenke " in 7, "Ich zeichnete ein
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It is evident that as to their relation to non-thematic partners conveying an
essential semantic amplification, the non-copulative verbs behave in virtually the
same way as the copulative. Of course, the verbs in 3—5 (which are to be regarded as
representatives of copulas in general) illustrate the character of this relation in
a most conspicuous manner. They clearly constitute a point in the structure of lan
guage at which the CD of the verb is at its weakest, and its need of a semantic
amplification at its greatest. They setm to set up one end of a gamut, one end at
which we find verbs with the lowest possible amount of CD. The other end of the
gamut would be made up by verbs performing the function of rheme proper.
As in regard to the discussed relation the copulative and non-copulative verbs
do not shew any fundamental difference, we do not think it necessary, at least
for the purpose of this paper, to draw a dividing line between them. Or, to put it
differently: no matter whether the range of semantic applicability of the verb is
considerably large and the amount of CD conveyed by it (42) consequently small
(cf. the copulas in 3—5 and the semantically weak verbs haben, have, mit in 6, and
machen, give, ddt in 7), or on the contrary the range of semantic applicability rather
narrowed, specified and the amount of CD consequently raised (cf. e. g. such verbs
as zeichnen, draw, nakreslit in 8), the relation between the non-thematic verb and
its non-thematic partner conveying an essential semantic amplification will remain
fundamentally the same. This leads up to the following conclusion, which contains
the theses we would like to prove in Chapters Two and Three.
Entering into the sentence together with a non-thematic partner that carries
an essential amplification of its meaning, a non-thematic verb will carry a lower
amount of CD than its described partner.
To this the following important provisos are to be added. The above observation
cannot apply to a verbal form that has come to function as rheme proper in what
we have so far termed second instance sentences (see p. 43), or to a verbal form
whose CD has been rhematized through the operation of such special SC means
of FSP as e. g. negation (cf 2 on p. 42). Yet, second instance sentences and sentences
containing words rhematized through special SC means of FSP belong to other
instance levels, and will have to remain outside the scope of our analysis; some
thoughts, however, will be offered later (p. 53) in regard to their character and
position within the system of language (43). — It should be stressed that the fact
that the said types have been excluded from our analysis does in no way distort the
picture drawn of the verb and its functions in FSP within the limits of th s paper. —
If not stated otherwise, all observations offered in this chapter fall within the pro
visos and limits set diwn in the present paragraph.
The above observation about the non-thematic verbal form and its non-thematic
partner of the described type appears to be of considerable importance for a better
understanding of the relations existing between FSP and word-order. Provided we
bear in mind the limits specified in the preceding paragraph, we shall be able to
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explain why a non-thematic verb, though occurringfinally,does not assume a higher
amount of CD than a preceding non-thematic element of the described type, and
lice xersa why a non-thematic element of the described type, though non-final,
does not carry a lower amount of CD than a non-thematic verb that follows. Provided
we bear in mind the specified limits, we shall also be able to understand why a verbal
form, though capable of becoming rhematic, cannot function as rheme proper as
long as a non-thematic partner of the described type is present in the given sentence
as well.
As to the non-thematic verbal partner of the described type, it is necessary to
emphasize that it conveys an absolutely essential amplification of the meaning of
the verbal form. In order to distinguish it from other non-thematic partners of the
verbal form which in their turn also to a certain extent "essentially amplify" the
meaning implied in the verbal form, but do not appear more dynamic, we shall
describe it as a non-thematic first-rank amplificative partner (for short FRA
partner) of the verb.
Before we start examining other types of FEA partners of the verb in order to
be able to distinguish them better from the non-FRA elements, we wish to make two
observations.
The first concerns the application of the term FRA partner. It should be stressed
that we do not at all suppose that this term must necessarily be restricted to elements
qualifying verbs. (It might be used, e. g., about non-thematic elements conveying an
essential amplification of the meaning of an adjective as well. Thus in ''He was
conscious of- seme mischief ", seme mischief appears to be an FRA partner of the
non-thematic adjective.) Although we do not propose to deal with this problem here,
we should like to point out that within the verbal form itself, an FRA partner can
be found. It is the notional part of a verbal form, which acts as an FRA partner of
its non-thematic auxiliaries. It follows that, e. g., in "Er hat ihm hiibsche
Geschenke gemacht- " and in "Alser'Mhm hiibsche Geschenke gemachP hat ",
the non-thc matic gemacht functions as FRA partner of the non-thematic hat and —
regardless of position — carries a higher amount of CD than hat. Hiibsche Geschenke,
of course, functions in its turn as an FRA partner of the entire non-thematic group
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Our second observation wants to call attention to the fact that the non-thematic
verb ar.d its IRA partner function as valuable SC means of FSP. In co-operation
with other means of FSP (including the basic distribution of CD, which in fact
provides "thefield"for this co-operation), they mould the FSP of a sentence into
the required shape. Let us demonstrate it on the German version of 8, whose FSP
may be interpreted as follows.
As a personal pronoun which refers to a notion known from the preceding context,
ich serves as a SC means of FSP, thematizes its position and functions as theme prop
er. As time indicator, hale also functions as a SC means, and regardless of position
appears as the weakest transitional element. In addition to it, it necessarily carries
a lower amount of CD than its FRA partner, the notional part of the verb zeichnen.
This in its turn — and in fact the entire verbal form, habe included — is overshadowed
by its FRA partner, the object era Bildchen. Furthermore, the rhematic character
of the latter is indicated by the presence of the non-generic indefinite article, another
SC means (accompanying nouns that imply notions not known from the context).
Under the circumstances, in consequence of the outlined co-operation of means of
FSP, the indefinite article may mark out the object as rheme proper.
Similar analyses could be carried out on the English and Czech counterparts of
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the examined version (both of which are in greater accordance with the basic distri
bution of CD, their rhemes proper coming to stand at the end) and on other German,
English and Czech sentences. Our main intention, however, was to show how the
non-thematic verb and its FRA partner can operate within the sentence, or to put
it more exactly, how they actually co-operate with other means of FSP in bringing
about the FSP of a sentence.
Having offered the two observations, let us attend to some other types of FRA
partners of the verb and examine some of the ways in which the semantic relationship
existing between the verb and its FRA partner may manifest itself. In fact, we have
so far examined two types already: the object group and the one that might be
termed complement group (44). The former has been illustrated by 6—10,
the latter by 3—5. In the following section of this Chapter we intend to deal
with the subject and the adverbial phrase groups. In naming the groups, we
have resorted to syntactical criteria. This will prove convenient when an attempt
is made to draw conclusions about the relations of grammar to FSP. — First, then,
to the subject.
Whereas we have been in a position to show that every .object operates as an FRA
partner of the verb, the full extent to which the subject may be associated with this
function will have to be ascertained by further research. One group of subjects
functioning as FRA partners of verbs may, however, be established with positive
certainty. 11 and 12 below exemplify such subjects.
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11. Ein inniger Ausdruck? w a r in das Gesicht der alten Dame gekommen , . . . —
F 24.23
A very sweettoot h a d come into the old lady's face , . . . — FS 16.4
Na tvafi stare damy se o b j e v i l velmi sladkij usmiv , . . . — F S 28.14
12. [Hier ist die Strafie nicht das interessanteste Lokal, wo man tausenderlei Sehvmuertes
trifft] und wo tausend Abenteuer* zu einem sprechen ; . . . L E 20.3
[Here the street is not the most interesting of places,] where a thousandfold spectacle "
meets your gaze , and where a thousand o5t)e7rfwrea address themselves to
you ; . . . — L E 22.14
[Tady ulice neni ten nejzajimavejsi lokal,] kde vas p o t k a tislcerd podivand a promluvi k vam tislc dobrodruzstvi ; . . . — L E 17.23
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It may be gathered from 11 and 12 that the subject acquires the function of an
FRA partner of the verb if accompanied by a verb which unmistakably implies the
notion of "emergence (or simply 'existence') on the scene" (45). Now if both the sub
ject and the verb are non-thematic, it is quite obvious that it will be the emerging
(or existing) object itself on which the reader's/listener's attention will concentrate,
not the act of its emerging (or fact of its existence). As for the notion of "emergence
(or simply 'existence') on the scene", it need not necessarily be carried by verbs that
primarily and explicitly express it (cf. the verbs kommen, come into, objeviti se'm 11,
and cf. such English verbs or verbal phrases as come, come into view, come on the
scene, come in, comeup,appear, present oneself,emirge,crop up, arise etc., and their
German and Czech counterparts). It may be conveyed also by verbs that are capable
of expressing it secondarily, implicitly, and yet in due co-operation with the context
quite unmistakably (cf. sprechen, meet, address oneself, potkat, promluvit in 12 and
examples in our paper dealing with non-thematic subjects — cf. (5); treffen in 12 has
been bracketed as it is accompanied by an object and therefore does not come into
comparison).
We can now turn to the adverbial phrase. It may also serve as an FRA partner of
a verb, provided its semantic relation to the given verb permits it. This means that
not every non-thematic adverbial phrase entering into the sentence together with
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a non-thematic verb will function as its FRA partner. This can easily be accounted
for by a comparison drawn between adverbial phrases on the one hand and objects
and complements (cl. note 44) on the other. Adverbial phrases contrast with the
latter in that they do not form such a homogeneous group, some adverbial types
standing in less close relation to the verb than others. As we shall see later, this
phenomenon may materially affect the FSP.
Coming back to those adverbial phrases that can function as FRA partners of
verbs, we do not want to pretend to be able to give an exhaustive list of types. We
just wish to demonstrate on three groups (each exemplifying a special sort of semantic
relation existing between the adverbial phrase and the verb) how an adverbial
phrase performs its function of an FRA partner of the verb. Thefirstgroup is re
presented by 13 and 14.
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13. [... man rannte durch neue Katakomben bis zu den Bolltreppen,] die wie eine Muhle*
l a r m e n . . . - L E 23.17
[... they rushed me through new catacombs to a moving staircase,] which clatters
like a miU <>... — L E 27.2
[... a Wieli novymi katakombami a£ k pohyblivym schodum,] jei r a c h o t i jalco
mlyn ... - L E 20.16
14. [..., und dann steckte man mich in einen Gitterkafig,] der wie tint Rinderwaagt aussah ; . . . — L E 22.7
[... and thrust me into a barred cage] which l o o k s like scales for weighing cattle , ... —
L E 26.9
[... a str&li mne do mffiove' klece,] jei v y p a d a jalco dobytti vdha , . . . — L E 20.7
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The close semantic relationship existing between the non-thematic verb and
the non-thematic adverbial phrase is obvious as they are both engaged in instituting
a comparison. And it is equally obvious that it is the adverbial phrase which, semantically, is the pivotal point of this construction. Hence in all the three examined
languages it overshadows the verb irrespective of position. — 15, 16, 17 present
another type of semantic relation.
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15. . . . e r . . . lie B seine A u g e n 8 « der Qruppe an der Tur wandern *. — FS 21.7
. . . , he let . his eyes wander to the group by the door . — FS 11.36
. . . z a b l o u d i l z akem k skupince u dvefl . — F S 2'.£8
16. [...; es ist erne baUpislbs ehrlioha GHBHift33trafle, die kein hoheres Ziel hat,] als in den
Regents Park zu miinden* ,... — L E 22.12
[...: it is a business thoroughfare of unexampled respectability, which serves no higher
purpose] than to lead to Regent's Park* . — L E 25.10
[...; je to bezpfiklodnS poCestna obchodni ulice, jei nema vySSiho cfle] nei lis tit' do
Regent's Parku . — L E 19.19
17. [..., wie England aussieht,]wennmansich ihm ?;omX'a7iaZAer nahert . — L E 10.17(46)
[... a iiotle picture of how England looks] when you a p p r o a c h i t from the English
Channel . - L E 11.3
[..., jak vypada Anglie,] kdyz se k vP* blizfte z Kandlu . — L E 10.15
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The verbs in 15—17 all express motion, the accompanying adverbial phrase
specifying the direction, i. e. the place to which or from which motion proceeds. The
adverbial phrase therefore conveys a highly essential, and quite indispensable
extension of the semantic content of the verb. Hence it is most natural that, provided
that both the verb and the adverbial phrase are non-thematic, the reader's/listener's
attention should concentrate first and foremost on the statement concerning the
direction, not on that about the motion itself. -Once again, as displayed by the three
examined languages, differences in positions shown by the verb and by the adver
bial phrase do not entail changes in the respective amounts of CD.
Another interesting type of semantic relationship existing between the verb and
the adverbial phrase is revealed by 18, 19 and 20.
4 B r n o Studies In E n g l i s h
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18. . . . ; aber als ich unter der Steineiche im Hampton-Park?" saB , [fiihlte ich...] — L E 14.1
...; but sitting " under an ancient oak tree in the park at Hampton Court**- [I was ser
tempted to...] - L E 15.17
...;ale sedS pod dubem kfemeldkem v Hampton Parku , [pocitil jsem...] — L E 13.13
19. [Ich ware wabxscheinlich ein leidenschaftlicher Labourist,] wei.n ich in der Oasse der
eisernen Balkone oder in der Gasse der grauenZiegeV" wohnen" wiirde . — L E 14.1
[I should probably be a rabid Radical] if I l i v e d in the Street of the Iron Balconies o
in the Street of the Grey Bricks ; . . . — L E 15.14
[Byl bych asi naruzivym labouristou,] k d y b y c h b y d l i l v Ulici Zeleznych Balkonu
nebo v Ulici Sedivych Cihel ... — L E 13.11
20. [Die groBte Uberraschung fur den Reiser.den ist es, wern er in dcm frfirden Land das
findet, wovon er schon hundertmal gelesen] oder waa er hunderlmal" auf Bilderrv* gesehen hat . — L E 9.17
[The greatest surprise for a traveller is when he discovers in a foreign country what he has
read about] or seen in pictures hundreds of times . — I E 10.1
[NejvStsi pfekvapeni cestovatele je, najde-li v cizi zemi to, o cem stokrat cetl] nebo co
stokrat v i d e l na obrdzku . — L E 9,18
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It is again the notion of existence (47) that plays a decisive part in the instances
under examination. Provided both the verb and the adverbial phrase are non-the
matic, it is the place in which people or things find themselves, not the fact of their
existence in that place, which arrests the reader's/listener's attention (cf. inst. 18
and 19). Similarly, when a statement is made to the effect that such a place (in which
a person or thing exists) is being perceived, it is in the place perceived, not in the
act of perceiving, that the reader/hearer is chiefly interested (cf. inst. 20). As we
have seen already, notions that may be classified under the heading of "existence"
play an important part in the semantic structure of the sentence and considerably
affect its FSP.
20 requires special comment which will anticipate our argument on p. 51. The
adverbial element hundertmallhundreds of times/stokrat does not constitute an FRA
partner of the verb. If the word-order principles and the co-operation of means of
FSP permit it, it may therefore attain a higher degree of CD by moving towards, or
even by taking up, the end of the sentence. This is evidenced by the English version.
Occupying the end of the sentence and being used only once, the adverbial element
hundreds of times comes to function as rheme proper.
We hope to have shown convincingly that within the limits specified on
p. 46 a non-thematic partner will — irrespective of position — carry a higher
amount of CD than the verb it accompanies. In other words, although a noncopulative verb may carry a comparatively high amount of CD, in the presence of
a non-thematic FRA partner it will never have travelled far enoughfromthe dy
namically weak end of the gamut to become rheme proper. The absence of an FRA
partner is therefore an important item in the co-operation of means that permit the
verb to function as rheme proper, i. e. allow it to perform the most essential communi
cative role a word can be entrusted with in the sentence. — Verbs performing this
function are instanced in 21, 22 and 23.
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21. Und ala ich begriffen hatte , [was los war, warmir bald frcher zumute.]— L E 29.13
And when I realized [what was happening, I at once felt more cheerful.] — L E 33.17
A kdyi jsem pochopi l , [co se deje, bylo mi hnedle radostnfji.] — L E 26.13
22. Inzwischen habe ich unter anderm entriitselt , [daB der wilde Schrei „o-ej-6" auf
der StraBe Kartoffeln bedeutet;] . . . — L E 27.23
In the meanwhile 1 have found out , among other things , [that the wild cry "o-ei-o"
in the street means potatoes;] . . . — L E 31.20
Zatfm jsem mimo jin6 rozlulti !, [ie divy kfik „o-ej-6" na ulici znamena brambory,]... = L E 23.29
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23. . . . was ihr" nach langem ^Bemuhen beinahe gelingt . — L E 22.13(48)
. . . which , after a long endeavour , it" almost manages to achieve . — L E 25.13
. . . coi ee ji po dlouhem usili timer povede . — L E 19.21
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In 21 the verb "holds undisputed sway" over the FSP of the clause in which
it occurs. It can, however, easily adopt this role as there is no other element present
that could possibly become bearer of a higher amount of CD than ol that carried by
the verb. In 22 and 23, the verbs are not preceded by any element that could operate
as an FRA partner. Consequently, unhampered by semantic content and in accor
dance with the position they occupy, they can — at least in the German and Czech
instances — unmistakably become rhemes proper. As to the English verbs, found out
in 22 also functions as rheme proper, but the adverbial element among other things
(whose Czech and German opposite numbers precede their respective verbs) assumes
its position after the verb, and propped up by commas (49) dees not allow it to assert
itself with such intense force as its Czech and German counterparts do. As to the
phrase manages to achieve in 23, the following observation could be made. Whilst
both in English and in German rheme proper is conveyed by a finite verb only, the
English version expresses it by means of afiniteverb plus an infinitive, the latter
functioning as rheme proper. No doubt, similar instances could be adduced from
Czech and German as well, but judging by the marked disposition of English to
weaken its finite verb, we may safely state that they will be more frequent in English
than in the other two languages. The two notes passed on found out and manages to
achieve respectively, together with the comment offered on the English version
of 20, give a glimpse of the share FSP and the nominal tendencies may have in the
process that leads to the weakening of the Englishfiniteverb.
By way of ending this chapter, let us briefly state that the type containing
a non-thematic verb and a non-thematic FRA partner of the verb (and falling, of
course, within the limits specified on p. 46) is by far the most frequent in our ma
terials. On the other hand, the type containing a verb in the function of rheme proper
is of comparatively low frequency. But it is of special interest to us as it covers
instances in which uncertainty may arise as to the degree of closeness of the semantic
relationship existing between the verb and the adverbial phrase. We shall take up
this problem in Chapter IV.
III.
In the preceding chapter we have studied the non-thematic verb in its relation
to a non-thematic partner, excluding from our observation second instance
sentences and sentences that contain special rhematizing means of FSP (cf. p. 46).
In other words we have not covered all the levels of FSP on which the verb and its
partners may operate.
These observations raise the problem of what we call instance levels. The
terms First and Second Instances have already been used in the First Chapter,
where the opinion was voiced that in all probability they cover a whole hierarchy
of levels. The following lines are an attempt to offer some thoughts on this hierarchy.
(Its methodological value will be discussed at the end of the present chapter.)
To begin with, let us comment on types falling within the First Instance.
The type with which we want to start may be illustrated by the sentence A girl
broke a vase. As we have already shown (see p. 42), all the components of the
quoted sentence are comparatively very dynamic, as each of them conveys a new
piece of information. It needs little proof that under the circumstances the context
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affects the FSP of the studied sentence very little, if at all. (Theme, transition and
rheme, however, are marked out through the operation of the basic distribution
of CD, which is to be regarded as an inherent linear quality of every sentence.)
Let us pass on to another type. The sentence The girl broke a vase admits — within
the First Instance, of course — of at least three interpretations. Occurring at the
beginning of a narrative, it may be almost on the same level as the preceding sentence
(though not quite, as the definite article may suggest a pseudo-knowledge of the
subject and therefore indicate a somewhat lower degree of CD than the indefinite
article). Occurring within a context in which the girl has been spoken about, it will
have its FSP affected by the context and be removed a marked step away from the
basic level on which thefirstversion (with the indefinite article in the subject) finds
itself. Occurring within a context in which not only the girl but also the action (the
breaking) has been spoken about, it will have its FSP still more affected by the
context and will be removed another marked step away from the basic level.
The sentence The girl broke the vase definitely admits of more interpretations than
the preceding version and is capable of being still further removed from the level
on which thefirstexample occurred. Without going into all the possibilities, let
us just mention that it is the definite article occurring with the noun vase that allows
of a further shift away from the basic level. As has been shown (on p. 43) the definite
article cannot prevent its accompanying noun from becoming rheme proper. For
this reason, the type under discussion may come very near the type The girl broke
a vase. However, whereas the non-generic indefinite article is capable of marking out
an entirely new idea, the definite article will indicate at least some degree of definiteness (which will imply a certain amount of familiarity and consequently a somewhat
lower degree of CD); this will not hinder the definite article from occurring within
the rheme (cf. p. 43), but will prevent the sentence from coming as near the basic
level as the type The girl broke a vase. Another difference existing between the two
types consists in the range of their applicability within the gamut of levels. Whereas
only two elements ([the] girl and broke) of the three in The girl broke a vase allow of
thematization, any of the three elements occurring in The girl broke the vase can be
thematized. Owing to this wider range of applicability the type with the definite
article before the noun vase seems to come up higher in the gamut, beyond the
sphere occupied by the other type.
Still further from the basic level, though with a smaller range of applicability,
can be found the type The girl broke it. Under the circumstances, it is chiefly the
pronoun it that places the sentence so far away from the basic instance level. The
pronoun no longer functions as an element that can possibly be weakened by the
context; it is weak in itself and therefore standing in more or less constant relation
to the context. This also means that whereas in the type The girl broke the vase any
of the three components could function as rheme proper, in the case of The girl
broke it only two components (the girl, broke) could do so. (Of the discussed types, the
type The girl broke the vase evidently possesses the widest range of applicability
within the gamut of levels.) It follows that various sentence types may acquire ranges
of applicability of different width and take up different places within the gamut of
of levels.
Another step away from the level on which we started would be the type She
broke it, and still another type She did it. They both show very narrow ranges of
applicability. A free operation of the basic distribution of CD is excluded altogether,
whereas the links with the preceding context have been strengthened to a very high
degree.
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We propose to call the types of levels which have been discussed above ordinary
instance levels. All of them, of course, fall within what was formerly roughly
termed First Instance. Another type of levels that would also come under the heading
of First Instance is what we should like tentatively to call special instance le
vels — without daring at the moment to draft an outline of levels similar to that
offered above. The existence of special instance levels is suggested to us by the fact
that there exist intensifying elements of the type of Engl, even, G. sogar, Cz. i, etc.
If removed from the sentence, they leave it formally complete. They are, as it were,
superimposed on the sentence structure, considerably changing its FSP by rhematizing (frequently even turning into rheme proper) the element to which they are
made to refer. Thus the adverb even if employed in the function of an intensive
particle changes the FSP of a sentence, regardless of the ordinary level, on which the
sentence — if not containing the intensifying element — might occur; cf. Even the
girl broke a vase, She even broke the vase, Even she did it. (In all these instances, even
is marking out the rheme proper. Note that the sentences would be formally complete
if the intensive particle were removed: The girl broke a vase, etc.) The German selbst
behaves in a similar way, cf. Selbst die Kinder haben sich neulich daran erinnert, ...
(SK 13.14). Nur produces a similar effect; as e. g. in [Fiinf Schaufeln Kohle waren
tins zugebilligt, ] die nur auf Minuten die zvgige Baracke anwa men konwten...(SK 8.20).
If the nur were removed, the sentence would be formally complete and its FSP
entirely different. (It would be in accordance with the basic distribution of CD,
die zugige Baracke being a thematized FRA partner of the verb.) Needless to say,
the adverb nur could be made to intensify also other elements of the examined sen
tence. Another means of FSP operating on special instance levels are the various
types of negations (cf., e. g., the not in 2). The special SC means (i. e. such as operate
on special instance levels) do not prevent the ordinary SC means (i. e. such as operate
on ordinary levels) from functioning; the latter, however, have to restrict their
operations in accordance with the ends pursued by the former.
The scanty remarks on the special instance levels will have to be put to the test
and further elaborated. (F. Danes's observations on the words take, zase, pfece,
sotva, etc. on pp. 82 It. of his book on Czech intonation would prove of great value.)
We only wanted, tentatively, to point out a layer of instance levels that might be
placed in the suggested hierarchy between the ordinary instance levels and what
we have so far termed Second Instance, which ranks highest among all instance
levels.
Within the Second Instance, as has already been explained (see p. 43), any word
may become rheme proper or part of an extensive theme proper. In other words any
sentence may pass from its ordinary or special level into the Second Instance. It
is evident that on this level which we propose to call superinstance level, all
SC means, ordinary and special, cease to function. It is on this level that the context
asserts itself with greatest force.
We have attempted to sketch an outline of instance levels on which FSP operates.
We are well aware that further research will have to map out the types with greater
accuracy and in greater detail. Yet, we believe that even at this tentative stage the
conception of instances may prove of methodological value.
Before pursuing this observation any further, let us comment on two other types
that fall within the ordinary instance levels but have so far not been dealt with.
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24. [Das tat mir einigermaBen leid, darum ging ich,] es mir anzusehen , . . . — L E 28.10
[I felt rather sorry for it,] so I went to inspect it ; . . . — L E 33.12
[Bylo mi ji ponekud lito,] i iel jsem se na ni podivat ... - L E 25.10
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25. [Wie eine Herds, wenu ein Hund ins Feld liiuft, standen sie Kopf an Kopf und Schulter an
Sohulter,] bereit den Eindringling niederzurennen und totzutrampeln . — FS 18.28
[Like cattle when a dog oomes into the field, they stood head to head and shoulder to
shoulder,] prepared to run upon and trample the invader to death . — FS 9.8
[Podsbni stadu dobytka, kdyz pes pribehne n » pole, stali tesn§ u sebe, hlavu u hlavy
a ramano u ramene,] hotovi poraziti vetfelce a k smrti jej uSlapati' . — F S 16.9
[Jako dobytek, pfijde-li na louku pes, stali hlava vedle hlavy, bok po boku,] pfipraveni*
rozbehnout se a udupat vetfelce k smrti . — F S 22.16
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28. [Er spraoh mit Behagen, als fiihle er,] daO er die alte Tante aufheitere . — FS 26.14
[He spoke with relish, as though he felt] he was cheering up his old aunt . — FS 18.4
[Vypravei s chuti, jako by citil,] 4e tim rozveseluje svou starou tetu. — FS! 23.12
[Mluvil s potesenim, jako by si myslil,] ze starou tetu obStastfiuje . — F S 29.25
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All the examples above occur on ordinary instance levels, but differ from those
examined in the previous chapter in that they contain verbal forms which are
accompanied by FRA partners (objects) that are no longer non-thematic. These
thematic FRA partners are either expressed by personal pronouns which function
as thematic SC means, or by nominal elements thematized by the preceding context
(the latter applies also to the version of FS of 26). In consequence, the verbal forms
carry higher amounts of CD, and in a majority of cases even become rhemes proper.
A comparison of the German, English and Czech versions shows that once again the
positions of the verbal forms and their objects differ from language to language: the
German verb occursfinally,following the object; the English verb medially, preceding
the object; the Czech verb occurs bothfinallyand medially, following and preceding
the object respectively. However, the differences in position alter nothing about the
fact that the verbal form carries a higher amount of CD than its object.
It follows that not only on a level on which the verb appears as non-thematic and
ifl accompanied by a non-thematic FRA partner, but also on a level on which a nonthematic verb appears with an FRA partner that has been thematized, the basic
distribution of CD may be counteracted and an adequate estimate of the various
amounts of CD successfully secured. On the former type of level it is the semantio
content of the verb that makes its carrier (i. e. the verbal form) function as an SC
means; on the latter it is the context itself that functions as a means of FSP. To sum
up. In regard to the relation existing between the verb and its FRA partner, the
facts adduced above place the verb in such a position within the structure of language
that it may comply not only with the demands of FSP, but also with those of gram
matical structure (which may vary from one language to another; just compare the
fixed positions of the verb in German and English respectively) and possibly also
with other factors (e. g. of the rhythmical principle). This clearly shows that in
spite of its various positions in the sentence, the verb cannot be regarded
as an element insusceptible to FSP.
The reader will have observed that in studying the examples quoted so far we
started with verbs which carried a very small amount of CD and havefinishedwith
verbs functioning as rhemes proper. In order to continue along the gamut, we could
pass on to verbs functioning as rhemes proper on special instance levels (cf. the neg
atived verb in 2 on p. 42 and in 32 on p. 58) and to verbs functioning as rhemes proper
on superinstance levels. But these types have been excluded from our observation.
There is, however, a type that ought to be mentioned, a type that is near the starting
point of the gamut but has so far not been dealt with. It contains a verb thematized
by the context. One example will suffice.
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und seit der Zeit habe ich unzahlige Male die Londoner StraQen uberquert *... —
L E 24.17
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. . . , and since then 1 have crossed the London Btreets on countless occasions ,...—
L E 27.24
. . . a od te doby jsem bezpoctukrate prekfizoval londynske ulice". — L E 21.11
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The sentence should be read in a wider context which would show that the author
describes the abominably heavy London traffic and recalls the horror "which waa
then aroused in him by the idea that he must get at the other side of the street".
It is clear why both the verb and its FRA partner have been thematized. All three
examples occur on one instance level; the arrangement of the German and Czech
sentences, however, shcw3 a distinct emotive colouring (50).
Having travelled through the gamut extending between the lowest and the highest
degree of CD a verbal form can carry, and having sketched an outline of levels on
which FSP may operate, we should like to offer a few thoughts on. the methodological
value of these observations.
In our opinion, the conception and establishing of levels may contribute towards
a more detailed description and better understanding of mutual interrelations be
tween FSP on the one hand and the grammatical and semantic planes on the other.
It allows, for instance, of a deeper insight into the relations existing between
the verb and the other sentence elements (the subject, object, complement,
adverbial phrase) and examines them not only trom a purely syntactical point
of view, but from that of the very act of communication. Similarly, in regard to the
semantic plane, the conception of levels may contribute to a better understanding of
how certain lexical units, or even parts of speech, function in actual communication.
(Just cf. the established possibility of using the non-thematic verb as an SC means
on those levels on which it appears as non-thematic and is accompanied by a nonthematic FRA partner.) In these and other ways, the grammatical and semantic
structures of the sentence can be studied in their relations to FSP, which will no
doubt be in accordance with the views of those scholars [J. Vachek (51), e. g.] who
regard the structure of language as a system of systems.
From the gamut recording degrees of CD within the structure of language and
from the gamut of instance levels, conclusions may be drawn as to the role played
by the verb in the very act of communication. As we have seen, the verb is mostly
surpassed in CD by another element. A verb can become rheme proper, but only
under conditions that are rather external than dependent on the character of the
verb itself (i. e. on conditions involving, e. g., the absence of an FRA partner, the
thematization of such partner, the absence of following non-FRA partners strength
ened through the operation of the basic distribution of CD, the presence of special
rhematizing SC means, etc.).
In this connection, we wish to recall an observation made earlier in this paper.
In English — on a larger scale than in Czech or in German — the verb is surpassed
in CD by other elements. This is due to thefixedmedial position of the English verb,
which allows a greater number of non-FRA partners to follow in its wake; these
non-FRA partners, if non-thematic, may acquire a higher amount of CD through the
operation of the basic distribution of CD. On the part of the English verb, this doea
not make the verb insusceptible to FSP, but detracts from its importance in the act
of communication.
In contrast with the verb, a noun is upon the whole dynamically stronger. It
attains the rheme-proper end of the gamut of CD with greater ease. This is not only
because of its function as an FRA partner of the verb, but also because of its wider
applicability in syntactical functions.
All the facts adduced above contribute to an explanation why not only in English
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but also in Czech and in German tendencies can be observed that testify to a shift
from verbal to nominal expression. The degree to which this shift is being carried
out will of course differ, as has been indicated above, from one language to another
in accordance with the structure of every particular language (52). The facts adduced
above, and the entire argument advanced in this paper, have perhaps demonstrated
that such a shift from verbal to nominal expression cannot be examined without due
regard to the function of the verb and other elements within FSP. In fact, the degree
with which the tendency of removing the verb from the rheme-proper end of the
gamut asserts itself co-determines, and is in its turn co-determined, by the entire
structure of the concerned language.

rv.
We cannot close our notes without at least touching upon the question intimated
in Chapter II (p. 51), viz. upon the problem of cases that show uncertainty as to the
closeness of semantic relationship existing between the verb and the adverbial
phrase. We propose to broach this problem in a somewhat wider setting, which will
make it possible to offer a few thoughts on the insusceptibility of language to FSP.
Let us first examine the example 28 below. (The sequences of four figures above the
line of the German versions of 28 and 29 indicate the possibility of a double inter
pretation. Thus * , e. g., should be read as: or .)
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28. [Er (i. e. Soames — J . F.) entfernte sich bei ciffentlichen Gelegenheiten nur selten von
Irenens Seite; und wenn sie im Drang des gesellschaftlichen Verkehrs einmal get ennt
wurden, konnte man sehen] wie seine Augen ihr mit einem seltsamen Ausdruck von
Wachsamkeit und Verlangen folgten " . — FS 20.21
He [was seldom, indeed, far from Irene's side at public functions; and even when sepa
rated by the exigencies of social intercourse,] could be* seen" following her about with
his eyes* , in which were strange expressions of watchfulness and longing . — FS 11.10
[Zffdka se vubec na vefejnosti vzdaloval od Irenina boku, a dokonce i tenkrat, kdyz ho od
ni nezbytnosti spolecenske zabavy odlouSily, byvalo ho vidat,] jak j i sleduje zrakem ,
v nemi byl podivny vyraz ostraiitosti a touhy . — F S 24.10
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As we see it, the semantic relationship existing between the non-thematic mitphrase and the non-thematic verbal form folgten is not close enough to admit of the
former being classified as an FRA partner. Occurring after a non-FBA partner
(cf. p. 55) the verbal form folgten should accordingly be regarded, as no doubt
many readers would actually interpret it, as rheme proper. The matter, however, is
not so simple. Though perhaps not an FRA partner of the verb, the ww'<-phrase
conveys a very material amplification of the meaning of the verb, so essential in
fact that the phrase may consequently pass into the border strata between non-FRA
and FRA partners. This, together with the pressure within the system of the language
(exerted by the majority of cases in which afinalverb is considered less dynamic than
its preceding non-thematic nominal partner), does not preclude the possibility of
interpreting the mif-phrase as rheme proper.
Neither in the English nor in the two Czech versions (FS does not substantially
differ from FS ) similar uncertainty can arise. Occurring finally and preceded by
less dynamic elements, the Czech and English counterparts of the German wn't-phrase
undoubtedly function as rhemes proper. But even the idea of Soames's constantly
keeping his eyes on Irene gets into prominence in the Czech and English versions. In
their own separate spheres of basic distribution of CD, the words with his eyes and
zrakem, which partake in expressing this idea, function as rhemes proper as well.
It is, however, the respective counterpart of the wnY-phrase that functions as rheme
X
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proper of the entire complex sentence (which is to be considered a sphere of basic
distribution of CD as well, but one of higher order).
The means of FSP employed by the English and Czech versions mark out the
degrees of CD in such a way as to leave no room for uncertainty in interpretation.
In the German version, on the other hand, the co-operation of means is such as not
to offer an unequivocal, and therefore wholly adequate, communication about the
extra-linguistic reality referred to.
Cases in which the means of FSP fail to mark out the degrees of CD unequivocally
are not confined to German only (53); they have been observed in English as well (54).
As they potentially allow of more than one interpretation (as even in the very act
of communication, i. e. written communication, they potentially occur on more
than one instance level), they are regarded by us as cases of potentiality. In our
opinion, it is within this sphere of the structure of language that insusceptibility
to FSP has to be sought for. As we have shown at greater length elsewhere, the
nature and frequency of the phenomenon of potentiality in a language seems to be
an indicator of the degree of susceptibility shown by that language towards FSP.
True enough, at the present state of research some cases might be relegated to the
sphere of potentiality simply out of insufficient knowledge of all the means of FSP
and their ways of operation; the phenomenon of potentiality, however, exists and
language may even tend to remove the causes that bring it about. Before pointing
out a "remedy" (55) that may be resorted to by Geiman to remove the causes of
potentiality or other causes leading to certain degrees of insusceptibility to FSP, let
us offer at least one more specimen (29 below) instancing the phenomenon of poten
tiality.
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29. [Ja, ich gestehe ohne weiteres, daO ich Angst hatte: Angst,...] dafi die Menschheit durch
irgendeine furohtbare Katastrophe zugrunde gehl ,... — L E 26.6
[... I was afraid . . . , ] that mankind would perish as the result' of some dreadful
catastrophe , . . . — L E 28.18
[...: bal jsem se, ...,] ie lidstvo vyhyne nejakou hroznou katastrofou . . . — L E 21.24
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Although zugrunde is an evident FRA partner to geht, uncertainty arises whether
the durch-phvase performs such function in relation to the entire verbal phrase
zugrunde gehen. The answer seems to be in the negative. But what has been stated
about the mit-phrase of 28 could — with the necessary alterations — be repeated
about the adverbial phrase introduced by durch in 29. Hence the possible double
interpretation: the durch-phrase serving as a highly dynamic transitional element,
zugrunde as rheme proper; and vice versa. As to English and Czech, the co-operation
of means marks out the counterpart of the durch-phia.se as rheme proper.
The German versions of 28, 29 betray a clash between the grammatical principle
(stiic'ly requiring a final position of the verb) and the demands of FSP. The
grammatical principle getting the upper hand, the marginal cases of verbal partners
in 28 and 29 go without having their degrees of CD marked out unequivocally.
In both cases the demands of FSP would be complied with and the phenomenon
of potentiality removed if the rigid grammatical word-order were loosened and the
positions allotted according to the degrees of CD. It is not without interest that
such a solution is not an impossible one within the structure of German, since it
can be observed not only in everyday conversational speech, but quite frequently
also with esteemed and accomplished writers (56). It is worth notice that it serves
not only as a remedy for potentiality (see 30 and 31 and the comments below),
but also for another type of cases (see 30 and 32, containing non-FRA partners of
the verb, and the comments below) equally displaying some degree of insusceptibility
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to FSP (caused by an element having to oocur in a fixed position, and thereby
incurring a loss in CD).
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30. [Vielleicht wird man spiter nicht verstehen, jwie so Franz vergnugt sein konnte in der
Haut , [in der er steckte.] - SK 9.11
31. [Zwanzig Jahre spater stand auf der Mainzer- Sohiffsbriicke ein alter Soldat Posten. Wie
sie an ihm voruberzogen, die letzten der GroQen Armee, zerlumpt und duster, dafielihm
ein, wie er hier Posten gestanden hitte,] als sie eingezogen waren mit den Trikoloren
und mit den Mensohenrechten , [und er weinte laut auf.] — SK 12.25
32. [ „ . . . und er hat erst heut ganz friih heimgemacht,] da ist er nicht durchgelassen*
worden bei Gustavsburg ." — SK 15.13
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Being a non-FRA partner, the phrase in der Haut (in 30) could not, so to speak,
on its own assume the function of rheme proper if it came to stand before the group
vergniigt sein konnte (in which vergniigt is an FRA partner of sein konnte). On the
other hand, in such a case, the possibility (potentiality) would have to be admitted
of the relative clause (in der...) strengthening its antecedent, the adverbial phrase
in der Haut (in other words, the possibility of the reader's concentrating on the
semantic and grammatical coherence of the relative clause and its antecedent).
The only way, however, how to mark out the adverbial phrase in der Haut as un
equivocal rheme proper is to place it — in accordance with the basic distribution of
CD — after the verb. This is actually the solution which the author has adopted in
the discussed example.
Like the phrase in der Haut in 30, the mit-phrase of 31 is no FRA partner of the
verb either. It is therefore highly probable that it would incur a loss in CD if it
came to be placed before the verbal form eingezogen. (All the more so, as eingezogen
apparently stands in contrast to voruberzogen, which occurs earlier in the sentence.
Should eingezogen appear at the end, the contrast would become more manifest,
which would make eingezogen still more dynamic.) As the sentence stands, however,
thefinalposition of the mit-phrase leaves no doubt as to its degree of CD, excluding
the phenomenon of potentiality altogether. In accordance with the basic distribu
tion of CD, the mit-phrase becomes rheme proper.
Neither the adverbial phrase bei Gustavsburg, occurring in 32, is an FRA partner
of the verb. As the verb has been marked out as rheme proper by nicht, a special SC
means, the 6ei-phrase has no chance of surpassing it in CD. But in occurring at the
end, it may attain a degree of CD that in the circumstances is almost as high as that
of the verb. (Incidentally, 32 may serve as an illustrative example of co-operation
of means, ordinary and special, on a special instance level.)
Having at least indicated how language may set about rendering its means more
adequate to the communicative needs of its user, we have perhaps proceeded far
enough to add some closing remarks to our discussion.
We have not covered the wholefield(e. g., the FRA and non-FRA partners of the
verb invite further research, much remains to be said about the various positions
of the verb (57), the final position not exempted, and about the relation of these
positions to other word-order principles than those discussed in this paper (58), etc.).
Still, we hope to have shown that it is possible to square the different positions as
revealed by the verbs in English, German, and Czech with the theory of FSP. Al
though the English, the German, and even the Czech verb, may be at evident variance
(not called forth by emotive reasons) with the gradual arrangement of words "from
the known to the unknown", they are not in disagreement with, and consequently
not insusceptible to, FSP. True enough, there are cases that cause potentiality,
but even those cannot be regarded as insusceptible in the full sense of the word.
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The phenomenon of potentiality is the outcome of a kind of not wholly adequate
co-operation of means, but not proof of a total failure of these means to function
within FSP.
The reason why the differences in position as revealed by the verb may be squared
with the theory of FSP is to be sought for in the specific semantic character of the
verb. Owing to it, the verb may function as a SC means of FSP on those instance
levels on which it appears as non-thematic and is accompanied by a non-thematic
FRA partner. We believe that this conception may throw new light also on the changes
in position as observable with verbs in the course of the historical development of
language. Viewed in the light of FSP theory, the overwhelming majority of such
changes could apparently be carried out as they were not at variance with FSP.
The truly manifold character the co-operation of means of FSP displays seems to
have provided one of the channels through which the changes in word-order could
have come about without paralyzing the power of language reliably to mark out — at
least to a considerably high degree — the degrees of CD carried by its semantic
components.
The semantic character of the verb also affects its position within the gamut of
degrees of CD. As has been shown, the verb ranks below the noun, showing a definitely
lower frequency at the rheme-proper end of the gamut. This indicates the share
FSP may have in the promotion of the shift from verbal to nominal expression
within the structure of language.
This proves that FSP does not operate independently of phenomena belonging to
other language planes, which brings us to the following conclusion. Although we
are aware that the co-operation of FSP does not show hundred-percent consistency
on all instance levels, the fact remains that the co-operation is highly organized.
With the proviso concerning the degree of consistency and recalling the results
presented in our papers on FSP, we therefore venture to suggest that the means
of FSP form a system within the structure of language, a system linked up with,
and not independent of, other systems within the whole system of language itself.
A further inquiry into this system of FSP means must needs throw valuable light
not only on the functions of the verb, but also on those of the sentence and of the
entire language structure.
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NOTES

(1) The second part, entitled More. Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the Eng
Verb, and the third part, entitled further Thoughts on the Communicative Function of th
English Verb, are to appear in the Sbornik praci plosoficH fakulty brninski university A 7,
1959, and in some other philological periodical, respectively.
(la) A term modelled on V. Mathesius' German designation Satzperspektive (see his paper
Zur Satzperspektive im modernen Englisch, Archiv fur das Studium der neueren Sprachen
raturen 115, pp. 202—210) and used in our paper Some Thoughts on the Function of Word-O
in Old English and Modern English, Sbornik filosoficki fakulty brninski university 1957, A 5
pp. 72—98.
(2) Translating V. Mathesius' term aktudlni cTenini v&ni.
(3) Cf. the English rendering of the title of Mathesius' study O tak zvanim aktudlnim cleneni
vitnim (published in the Slovo a slovesnost 5/1939, pp. 171—174), On the so-called Actual Divis
of the Sentence, as given by the Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature 21/1
(sic!).
(4) Cf. the English summary of P. Danes's monograph Intonace a vita ve spisovni ieitinl
(Sentence Intonation in Present-Day Standard Czech), Prague 1957, pp. 139—147. DaneS's mon
graph contains a valuable survey of the work done in the field of FSP (55—62).
(5) See(la, 3, 6), but also V. Mathesius, GeStina a obecntf jazykozpyt (The Czech Language
General Linguistics), Prague 1947, a selection from Mathesius's papers, where also other contribu
tions dealing with FSP can be found. For further literature on the subject see our papers Some
Thoughts on the Function of Word-Order in Old English and Modern English ( a), Poznam
k problematice anglickiho slovniho pofddku s hlediska aktudlniho llenini vllniho (Some N
the Problem of English Word-Order from the Point of View of Actual Sentence Analysis), S
praci filosoficki fakulty brninski university 1956, A 4, pp. 93—107, and K otdzce nezdkladov
podmftu v souiasni angliitini, Pfispivek k theorii aktudlniho llenini vitniho (On the Problem
Non-Thematic Subjects in Contemporary English, A Contribution to the Theory of Functi
Sentence Perspective), Gasopis pro moderni fiklogii 39/1957, pp. 22—42 and 165—173.
(6) See, for instance, V. Mathesius' paper Ze srovndvacich studii slovoslednych (From Comp
ative Word-Order Studies), Gasopis pro moderni filologii 28/1942, p. 182.
(7) See op. cit., pp. 183—190 and 302—308.
(8) See op. cit., p. 188.
(9) See op. cit., p. 185.
(10) In her paper O nopndne CJIOS e uejuei^KOM mune (On the Order of Words in German)
cmpauHue HSUKU e wKOJie 1957, No. 1, pp. 8—20.
(11) Erushel'nitskaya speaks of the semantic function of word-order (cjnucAoean g^yitKnux
nop^dxa CJIOO).

(12) See his monograph Neue Untersuchungen zum Wesen und zur Struktur des deutsch
Salzes (Der Satz als Spannungsfeld), Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Veroffentlichungen des Institute fur Deutsche Sprache und Literatur, 1955, Lieferung 4.
(13) Boost uses the expressions das Wissen des Sprechers and das Noch-nicht-wissen des H
(14) Boost speaks of two Spannungsfuhrungen.
(15) Translating Boost's term Mitteilungswert. Communicative dynamism (= CD), degrees o
CD, are the designations used in our papers.
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(16) For further details see our Bemerkungen uber einen deutschen Beitrag zum Problem
Satzperspektive, an extensive discussion of K . Boost's book in the Philologica Pragenaia 1/1958
pp. 49—54.
(17) Zaklaiy 5esk& skladby (Fundamentals of Czech Syntax), Praha 1952, p. 25.
(18) See Sentence Intonation in Present-Day Czech ( ), p. 65.
(19) Cf., e. g., F. Vodioka, Poiatky krdsni prozy novoieski (The Beginnings of ModernCzec
Polite Prose), pp. 78 ff.
(20) See her paper quoted in (10) and also the papers CMbicjioeas gjyHKXfUK nopadna c/io
e w.MenKOMHSbiKe — cpaoHumejibHo c pyccKUM (The Semantic Function of Word-Order inO
A Comparison with Russian), y^enue aanucKu Boenuozo uHcmuniyma UHOcmpanHbix HS
Moscow 1948, No. 5, pp. 21—36; CjubiCAoea.i (fiywcifun apmiiKJia e cospejueHHOM HeMeifKOM
(The Semantic Function of the Article in Contemporary'German), Tpydu BoeuHoeo uHcmu
UHOcmpanHbix xabiicoo, Moscow 1955, No. 7, pp. 38—62; /{' eonpocy o CMycjioeoM vjieuenuu
jioMeitan (On, the Question of the Semantic Structure of the Sentence), Bonpocu aabiK.o
Moscow 1956, No. 5, pp. 55—67.
(21) Cf. our paper On the Problem of Non-Thematic Subjects in Contemporary English (5
p. 29.
(22) Its significance for the problem in hand has been prompted to us by F. Kopedny's
conception of transitiveness (transitivnost), by I. Poldauf's conception of the indis
pensable verbal complement (nutne doplnenf slovesa), and by F. Danei's able
comments on the researches concerning the pssition of the Czech verb. See F. Kopeony, Zdklady
(eski sklidby (F'inda-nentals of Czech Syntax), Prague 1958, pp. 29—34, I. Poldauf, Mluvnice
souoasnl anqlihiny I (A Grammar of Contemporary English I), Prague 1951, pp. 161 ff., I. Pol
dauf, Srovndvdni s matefHinou pfi v(deck&m studiu jazyku (Comparison with the Mother
as a Method of Research into Foreign Languages), Sbornlk Vysoki ikoly pedagogicki v Olo
Prague 1954, p. 70; for F. Danes, see note (36).
(23) Translating Sechehaye's "complement" (avoiding the term "complement", which might
be misleading).
(24) The example is being quoted from V. Mathesius' paper From Comparative Word-Order
Studies (6), p. 186. Our interpretation of its FSP, however, is different. Cf. also our paper Some
Thoughts on the Function of Word-Order in OE and ModE (5), p. 75.
(25) We have as a rule refrained from interpreting the degree of CD of conjunctions and of
similar introductory words at the head of clauses, leaving it to further research. Insignificant as
these elements may seem, they may not be quite devoid of communicative dynamism, for they
function as "key signatures", imparting, as it were, a certain semantic tuning to the sequence of
words they introduce. Much, of course, depends on the semantic character of the conjunction or
its equivalent. Just compare the dynamically weak and/und/a with the comparatively strong
but/aber/ale.
(26) An element communicatively more dynamic, i. e. an element carrying a higher degree
of CD. Whenever dynamic oceurs further on in this paper, the qualification communicatively is
to be understood.
(27) On the onomatological (naming) function of morphemes cf. V. S k a l i f k a , Vztah morfologie a syntaxe (The Relation of Morphology to Syntax), Slovo a slovesnost 18/1957, pp. 65—7
(28) I. e. in example 2 following below. When referring to examples, we shall only give thennumbers.
(29) Cf. our paper Some Thoughts on the Problem of English Word-Order from the Point of
of Actual Sentence Analysis (5), pp. 94—95.
(30) On the FSP means employed by the spoken form of language see F . Danes's fundamen
tal monograph Sentence Intonation in Present-Day Standard Czech (4).
(31) Linear Modification, PMLA 1952, pp. 1117—1144.
(32) Quoted from J . Galsworthy, The Forsyte Saga, Heinemann, London 1922, p. 32.
(33) For a more detailed discussion of this instance, see On the Problem of Non-Thematic
Subjects in Contemporary English (5), p. 32.
(34) For a detailed discussion of various types of co-operation as displayed by SC means, see
our papers quoted in (5).
(35) Op. cit., p. 1123.
(36) Closing Chapter One, we feel the following point ought to be made. We trust to have
convinced the reader that in spite of the vast literature concerning the problem of word-order in
general, and the position of the verb in particular, there is still room for a study of the present
kind. We hope that the consistent functional approach from the angle set forth in Chapter One
will justify the existence of our Thoughts. For the literature dealing with word-order in English,
see our papers (la, 5). A serviceable aocount of the research in the positions of the Czech verb
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will be found in F . DaneS's Sentence Intonation in Present-Day Standard Czech (4), pp. 64—
(It contains valuable comments on the views of V. Ertl, F. Travnicek, F. Kopecny, J . Mukafovsky, and others.) As to the position of the verb in German, see esp. the bibliography given
by O. Behaghel in Deutsche Syntax, Band II, Heidelberg 1932, pp. 10—11, andF. Maurer's
and K. Schneider's monographs, Untersuchungen iiber die deulsche Verbstellung in ihre
schichtlichen Entwicklung, Heidelberg 1926, and Die Slellungstypen des finiten Verbs im urge
nischen Haupt- und Nebensatz, Heidelberg 1938, respectively.
(37) The language of the examined instances itself indicating which version is concerned, the
same abbreviation has been used with the original and with the translations.
(38) Thefiguresgive the page and line on which the quoted instance begins. (The lines taken
up by the headings of chapters count as well.)
(39) In 3—20, the examined non-thematic verbal forms have been spaced out and the exam
ined non-thematic partners of the verb italicized. Throughout the paper, in all instances, those
parts that are not under discussion have been bracketed.
(40) Considerations of space have compelled us to limit the number of instances (which
as a rule have to be given in three versions). We hope, however, not to have thereby im
paired the argument in any way.
(41) Strictly speaking, nakreslil jsem vdm should be interpreted as follows: na^kresli'-H
jse m vdm (cf. p. 8). As the setting of small letters, however, involves technical difficulties
and as such detailed analysis is not necessary for the purposes of this paper, we shall resort to
the indicated way of interpretation only exceptionally.
(42) Under normal circumstances, that is. Cf. the provisos given below (cn p. 19).
(43) For the moment, cf. at least one example instancing a subject rhematized through even,
a special SC means of FSP: "Even the girl lost her key".
(44) Fcr the purpose of the present paper, the term "complement" is used in its narrowest
grammatical sense; it is "aplied only to the noun or adjective predicated by means of a
copulative verb (be, become, dkc.) cr of a factitive veib (moke, call, think, &c ) of the su
ject (He is a fool; He grew wiser; He was made king) or for the object (Call no man happ
. . ."(H. W. F o v l e r , Modern English Usage, Oxfcrd University Fre?s 1944, pp. 602—103).
(45) For further examples see the present author's paper On the Problem of Non-Thematic
Subjects in Contemporary English (5).
(46) For the preceding context of 17, see 8 on p. 45.
(47) On the importance played by the notion of existence in communication, see the highly
valuable contribution on Spanish word-order by A. G. H a t c h e r , Theme and Underlying Question
Two Studies of Spanish Word-Order, Supplement to Word, vol. 12, December 1956. Cf. also A.
Hatcher's article Syntax and the Sentence, Word 1956, 234—250.
(48) For the preceding context of 23, see 16 on p. 49.
(49) A problem worth attacking seems to be the relation of punctuation to FSP. Some
interesting thoughts on this question have been offered by K. Boost, op. oit., p. 74—79.
(50) For some more observations on word-order emotiveness and FSP, see Some Thoughts on
Word-Order in Old English and Modern English (la), Chapters Two and Three.
(51) Cf. J . Vachek, Notes on the Development of Language seen as a system of systems,Sb
pracl fUosofickl fakulty brnlnski university A 6, 1958, pp. 94—106.
(52) On nominal tendencies in English, see J . Vachek, Some Thoughts on the So-Called
Complex Condensations in Modern English, Sbornlk pracl filosoficki fakulty brnlnski univ
1955, A 3, pp. 63—77. On the character of the English verb, cf. also J . Vachek, Obecny~ zdpor
v angliltinl a v leitinl (Universal Negation in English and Czech), Pflsplvky k dljindm fell a lite
ratury anglickl sv. 6 (Prdce z vldeckych ustavA Karlovy university LI), Prague 1947, pp. 60
(53) Neither, of course, are they confined to cases of verb — adverb relation. Cf. at least
the following example showing a case of verb — object relation.
[Wie der beleibte Swithin war er (James — J . F.) iiber sechs FuB hoch, aber sehr hager, als
sei er von Geburt an dazu bestimmt,] das Gleichgewicht herzusteUen*-" und den Durchschnitt
aufreoht " zu erhalten — [den Dicken und den Diinnen nannte deralte Jolyon
diese beiden.] — FS 15.13
The question arises whether to take the objects for notions to be gathered from the situational
context, and consequently classify them as transitional, or to regard them as FBA partners
and classify them as rhemes proper.
(54) For cases of potentiality in Czech and in English, and for a more detailed study of this
phenomenon, see Non-Thematic Subjects in Contemporary English (5), pp. 41—42 and 165—169
and Some Thoughts on the Function of Word-Order inOld English and Modern English (la),
(55) On "therapeutic" means adopted by language on another plane, i. e. within the sphere
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of homonyms, see. B. T r n k a : 0 homonymii, jejt therapii a profylaxi (Homonymy, its Therapy an
Projylaxis), Cascpis pro mcderni filologii 17/1931, pp. 141 —147.
(56) The phenomenon in hand is well known and lias been correctly interpreted as a solution
of the clash between the grammatical principle and FSP by K . G. Krushernitskaya in On the
Order of Words in German (10), pp. 15—16. and by E . Benes in V&rtd rdmcovd konstrukcea
uvolnovdni v odborncm stylu souiasnl spisovni nlmlxny (lie Iitmt Sinlivce Conttruclion and
its Relixai';on in the Technical Style of Presml-Loy litaary dinar),
Cizi jazyly te Hole
11/1958, May we point out that our contributicn to the knowledge of this jherc rr.cr.cn is an at
tempt at a more detailed account of the forces that may call it into being (the semantic char
acter of the verb, its relation to non-thematic partners, its relation tc irearjs of I £ P in general).
(57) Other positions than final have been touched upon in Some Thoughts on Word-Order in
Old English and Modern English (la).
(58) No doubt, valuable results would be produced by adequate statistical analysis; cf.
B. T r n k a , Kvantitatimi linguistika (Quantitative Linguistics), Casopis pro modernl filologii
34/1951, pp. 66-74.
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VYTAH

Ke komunlkaUvni funkci 9lovesa v angllJUnc, n&m(ine a ccStlnfe

Clanek tvon 64st vets! price, ktera se zabyva ot&zkou posunu od vyjadfovani slovesn6ho
k vyjadrovani jmennemu v systemu anglick6ho jazyka, a to z blediska komunikativni funkce
angliokeho slovesa.
I. V prvnf kapitole si autor klade otazku, zdali je mozno nizna postaveni angliokeho, nSmeokelio afieskehoslovesa (urditeho i infinitivu, participia, popf. gerundu) uvnitf v6ty, popf. polovetn6 vazby smifit s funkcni perspektivou v5ty (= FPV), 6i zdali je tfeba alespon v nfikterych
pf ipadech povazovat poataveni slovesa, zvl. v n£m£in6 a v anglifitine, za dukaz jeho necitlivosti
k FPV.
[Na vysvfitlenou je tfeba uvest, ie F P V rozumi autor ono uspofadanf sloiek ve v8te, ktere
vznika na zakladS nizn6 vypovsdni dynamifinosti ttohto slozek (morftmy v to pocitajfc). Vypovednf dynamidnost vetne slozky je tim v6tSi, citn vice slozka obohacuje, rozviji, „posunuje kupfedu" danou promluvu. Nejdynami6tej§i slozku vfity nazyva autor vlastnim jadrem, nejmenS
dynamickou slozku pak vlastnim zakladem. Obecnfi fefieno, mezi vlastnf z&kladovosti a vlastni
jadrovosti lze pozorovat celou stupnici vypovedni dynami&nosti, tvorenou odstiny zakladovosti,
pfechodovosti a jadrovosti.
FPV vydatnS prispiv4 k tomu, aby jazyk mohl lisp'snS plnit svuj ukol, byt nastrojem mySleni
a dorozum&ni. To se jevi take v torn, ie slovni pofadek je jen jednim, byt snad nejdulezitHsjsim
prostredkem FPV. Mezi jine (neslovosledn6) prostredky FPV patfi napf. sam kontext a tzv. kontextov8-semantick6 prostredky, tj. napf. slova, ktera si v ruznych kontextech zachovavaji vice
men5 stejny stupen vypovSdni dynamicnosti. Pokud jde o mluvenou formu jazyka, patfi mezi
prostredky FPV napf. intonace a pfizvukova linie v8ty. Nepusobf-li ,,rusiv6" zadny z neslovoslednych prostfedku, muze se ve v8t8 uskutefinit z&kladnf rozloienf v8tne dynamicnosti: v8tn6
slozky se stavSji do perspektivy dialedne hledici od vlastniho zakladu k vlastnimu jadru. Neslovosledn6 prostredky FPV vSak mohou pusobit tak, ie se tato z&kladnf v8tn4 perspektiva vselijak
obmSfiuje. — Autor se tfimito ot4zkami podrobnfiji zab^val v Sbornlku filoaojicki fakulty brnSnsM
university A-4, 1956, str. 93 — 107, tamtlz A-5, 1957, str. 72—98, v Casopise pro moderni filologi
39/1957, str. 22—42 a 165—173 a ve Philologica Pragensia 1/1958, str. 49—54.]
KJloem k feSenf daneho problemu je autorovi pozorovani A. Sechehaye (v Essai sur la
Structure Logique de la Phrase, str. 80—81) o transitivnfm charakteru slovesa. (Transitivnfm
rozumi Sechehaye kazde sloveso, jehoi vyznam potfebuje nutnl doplnfini.) Pfi svem srovn4v4ni
vych4zi autor z tfich pfipadu, v nichz se n8meok6 sloveso vyskytuje na konci vHy, popf. polov£tn8 vazby, na rozdil od slovesa anglickeiio a ceskeho, kter4 stoji v takovych pfipadech zpravidla
uprostfed nebo na za54tku (hlavnS v polovStnych vazb4ch).
II. Nepfihlfifme-li k v5t4m patfici'm do oblasti zvlaStnich instanfinich rovin a instanSnich
rovin nejvyfiSfch (viz o nich vice v kap. Ill), plati o nez4kladov6m slovese toto: vstoupi-li nez4kladove sloveso do vety spolu s nez4kladovou slozkou, kter4 vyjadfuje nutn8, nezbytne
dopln^ni jeho vyznamu, pak se toto doplneni jevi vypovSdne' dynamictfijsf nei samo sloveso.
(Uvnitf slozen6ho slovesn6ho tvaru jsou takovym nutnym doplnfnim slozky vyznamov6 ve
vztahu k slozk4m pomocnym, srov. [er] fiat <- gezeichnet.) Tento rozdil v stupnich vypovSdnl
dynamicnosti plati bez ohledu na v8tn6 misto, takze ve v8t4ch So Kobe ich ein Bildchen
gezeichnet, Als ich ein Bildclien gezeichnet habe
Ich zeichnete ein Bildchen, I have draw
picture, Nakreslil jsem vdm obrdzek si jednotlivi nositele ruznych stupnu vypovSdnl dynamiftnost
odpovidaji i lexikalnS; pfedm&t zust4v4 vlastnim jadrem, sloveso pak slozkou pfechodovou
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(podrobny rozbor viz na str. 46). Za podmfnok uvedenych v prvnf vetfi tohoto odstavce jevf se
sloveso jako seminticko-kontextovy prostfedek FPV, coz znamena, ze muze pusobit proti zakladnimu ozloieni vypDvSdni dynamiSnosti. Kapitola II zkouma nekolik typu nezbytnych doplneni
slovesa a analysuje je z hlediska syntaktickeho a semantickeho.
III. V teto kapitole se autor zabyva problemem instaninich rovin. (Instanfini rovinu, na kter6
vSta je, urfiuje intengita i zpusob, jak na vetu pusobf kontext.) D 11 je prozatimne na proste,
z v l a s t n i a nejvyssl. V oblasti prostych rovin je zakladni ta rovina, na niz se vyskytujf vety,
v nichz je vliv kontextu nejmeni patrny, popf. neni patrny viibec (napf. veta A girl broke a vase,
jejlz vsechny slozky tlumoil novi pfedstavy). Nejvyse ve zminSne oblasti je pak ta rovina, na
ktere jsou vity, v nichz je pu3oberu kontextu nejpatrnsjsf (napf. veta She did it, jejii vfiechny
slozky — a5 nikoli v stejne mife — odkazuji na pfedchazejfoi kontext). Mezi temito dvema rovinami je ov59tn fad* rovin pfechodnych. — Zvlaltnimi instancnimi rovinami se pak zdaji ty, na
nichz piisobi zvlastni semanticko-kontextove prostfedky FPV. Tyto prostfedky signalisuji, ze
spolu se slozkou, na kterou se vztahuji, patfi k jadru, 6i dokonce samy nebo spolu se zminfnou
slozkou tvofi vlastnl jadro, a to bez ohledu na to, na ktere proste rovine by dana veta byla, kdyby
se v ni zvlAStnf prostfedek nevyskytoval. (ZvlaStni prostfedek je jakoby „dodatecne" vestaven
do v^ty, jinak jiz formalnS uplne, Brov. even ve vatach Even a girl broke a vase, Even she did i
a nicht ve v5tS Sie haben ihn nicht durchgelassen.) — V oblasti nejvysMch instancnfch rovin
kazde slovo muze stat vlastnim jadrem nebo souiasti rozsfreneho vlastnfho zakladu. Nejvyssim
utvarem, a to v jeho nejtypifitSjsf podobS, rozumf auto takovy utvar, ktery je vlastne kopif (opakovanim) v3ty, at jii proslovend nebo jenom myslene, kopii, ktera ostfe vytyka jedno slovo (ktere se
stavA vlastnim jadrem, kdezto ostatni slova se stavaji rozsifenym zakladem, napf. They have
answered all the questions). V oblasti nej vySSich instancnfch rovin, ktera je nejintensivneji zasazena
kontextem, ui nepiisobf zadne semanticko-kontextove prostfedky.

Pojeti in9tanfinich rovin umozfiuje lepSi pochopeni vztahu FPV k plami gramatickemu (viz
kap. II o syntaktickych vztazfch mezi nezakladovymi slovesy a jejich nezakladovymi nezbytnymi
dopln'nimi). V oblasti prostych rovin se muze sloveso stat napf. vlastnim jadrem jen tehdy,
nebrinf-li tomu pfitomnost nezakladoveho nutneho dopln£ni, pfi cemz jina (ne zcela nezbytna)
nezikladivi dDpln'ni musi sloveso pfedchazet. Pojetf instancnich rovin pomaha zjistit rozsah
pusobenf jedaotlivych semanticko-kontextovych prostfedku F P V a slov vubec ve vlastnim
sd'lovacim aktu.
Ve srovnini se slovesem se podstatne jmeno stavA vlastnim jadrem snaze a Cast?ji, coz jistS
souvisi s jehofiirokouuplatnitelnosti v ruznych syntak'ickych funkcich. V tomto vztahu FPV ke
graTiiticke stavb'S je nutno spatfovat i jednu z pficin zpiisobujicich posun od vyjadfovarii slovesnehi k vyjadfovani jmennemu. Takovy posun se, jak znamo, projevuje obzvlasf silne v 80u6asn6
anglifitin^.
IV. Posledni kapitola se dotyka problemu potencialnosti, tj. jevu, ktery vznik&, pfipoustf-11
v5ta, aby se stupnS vypovVlni dynamiSnosti jejich sloiek interpretovaly alespoft dvema zpusoby.
Autor si vfiima fSoh n^meck^ch pHpadu, v nichz moznost alespoft dvoji interpretace je dam, nejistotou o t^snosti semantiokeho spojeni nez&kladoveho slovesa a jeho nezdkladoveho adverbialntho dopln'Sni (nejtetotou o torn, zdali adverbialni dopln^ni je nezbytne). Nfmfiina se muze nejednoznaSi?3ti vystMhat tim, Ze proti b'Szndmu usu postavi takove adverbiAlni urceni na koneo
vSty, a tak je signalisuje v oblasti prostych instanCnich rovin dokonce jako vlastni jadro (srov.
...als sie mil den Trikoloren und Menschenrechten eingezogen waren s als sie eingezogen wa
den Trileolnren und Menschenrechten).
ASkoliv price neobsahla vSechny mozne typy pfipadu, pfece jen prozkoumany mat«ri41
svM5i o tTn, ze riizne postaveni slovesa v an?li8tin ,, n^mSins a cestin?. lze uvest v souhlas
s teorii o FPV, coi je dino spscifiokym sfrmantickym charakterem slovesa. Ani tam, kde jde o pfipady p^tenijiilnosti, nelze sloveso novazOYat za necitliv6 k FPV, nebof tu b&ii jen o nezcela
jednoznafnou souhru prostfedku FPV. Afikoliv prostfedky FPV nefunguji s bezvyhradnou jednoznafimstf, nfeoe jen tvofi vysoce organisovany system jazykovych proatfedkfl, ktery je vzijemnou
zivislosti aoojen s jinymi systemy jazykovych prostfedku a spolu s nimi pak vytvafl jeden jazykovy system.
s
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C6opeHKe T p y « O B (J)HJiocO(})('Koro
4aKynbTeTa y H H B e p c H T e T a r . B p H O 1956, A-4, CTp. 93—107, T a M me 1957, A-5, c T p . 72
98,
w y p n a j i e Casopis p r o m o d e r n ! f i l o l o g i i 39, 1957, CTp. 22—42
165—173
HtypHaJie

b

b

h

hb

ao

Philologica Pragensia 1, 1958, CTp. 49—54.]
O'rnpaBUbiM n y H K T O M ajih p.aapemeHHH aauhoh npo6jieMbi abjihiotch Ha6jiiOAeHHn A. Cei n e n (b Essai sur l a Structure Logique d e l a Phrase, CTp. 80—81) OTp auaiiTHBHOM x a p a K T e p e
r j i a r o j i a . (IIoa TepMHHOM TpaHSHTHBHhiii r j i a r o j i Cemeii n o u H M a e T bcsikhh r j i a r o A , 3HaieHHe
K O T o p o r o H y j K A a e T c n b cmucjiobom p a c n p t i T H H , , , A o n o j i H e H H H " . ) IlpH CBoeM c p a B n e H H H
aBTOp HCXOAHT H3 T3KHX CJiyHaeB, B KOTOpblX IieMeUKHH TJiarOJI CTOHT B KOliUC npeA.'iowcHHn,
b OTJiHHHe ot HeuiCKoro h a H r j i H H C K o r o r j i a r o j i o B , K O T o p u e , kbk n p a B H A O , b noAo6Hbix
cjiyianx
cepeAHHe
HaqaJie (oco6eHHO
nojiynpeAJioHteHHnx).
II.
ociaBHTb
d o p o H e npeAJiowemin, oTHOcnmnecn
oco6biM nJiocKocTHM HHCTaHMce H a x o A n m n e c n
m u x njioc
H H C T a H a n u (cp.
noApo6HeeB III rji.),

ctoht b
Ecjih
ejih, hjih
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b

hjih b

b bi.k

b

kolthx

k

ohhx

to o HeTeMaTH^ecKOM r n a r o j i e (t. e. o rciarojie BHe c o c T a B a ochobh B u c K a 3 U B a n H H = naaH o r o = tpmh) mojkho y c T a H O B H T b cJiertyiomHe saKOHOMepiiocTH: e c j i n HeTeMaTHnecKHii
rnaroji B d y n a e T b n p e A J i o w e H H e BMecre c HereMaTHnecKHM 3JieMeHTOM, BHpawaiomHM HeoSxoflHMoe,

ofinaaTejibHoe p a c K p t i T H e e r o c e M a H T H i e c K o r o 3 H a i e H H n , to TaKOH p a c K p u B a i o m H i i
flaHHOM B u c K a a t i B f l H H H 6oJiee A H H a M H ^ H t i M , nett caiu r j i a r o j i .
(flpn
raarojibHOH <J)opMe n o a o o H U M ueo6xoflBMbiM p a c K p u T H e M
auaMeHaTejibUbie KoinnoHeHTbi n o oraoineHHK) k B c n o M o r a T e j i b H U M KOMnoHenTaM, cp. [er] hat —
gezeichnet.)
pa3JiHHHe
CTeneHfix flHHaMHiHOCTH
BucKaauBauHH HMeeT CHJiy
HG3aBHCHMO ot n o J i o w e a H H b npe/uioweHHH, TaK HTO B npefljioweHHHx
So h a b e i c h ein
Bildchen g e z e i c h n e t , A]s i c h e i n Bildchen g e z e i c h n e t habe..., Ich zeichnete e i n Bildchen,
I h a v e d r a w n a little p i c t u r e , NakresJil j s e m v a m o b r a z e k OTflejibHue
p^maumcooTBGTcTByioT flpyr flpyry T a K w e j i e K c m i e c K H ; p a c K p w B a i o m H H ajieMeHT ocTaeTCfi
coScTBeHHO HflpoM (noflpo6HbiH a H a j i r a cm. Ha CTp. 46). r i p i t y c j i o B H n x , yKa3aHHbix b nepBOM
npefljioHteHHH H a c T o n m e r o aGsaua, r j i a r o j i cJiyjKHT ceMaHTHKo-KOHTeKCTyaJibHUM cpe^cTBOM
pea.iiraauHH (DIIII, 0TKy.na BbiTeKaeT,
MowteT 0 K a 3 a T b c n
npoTHBOfleijcTBHH n o
OTHOUieHHio k ocHOBHOMy, HopinaJibHOMy p a c n o j i o m e H H i o AHHaMHqHOCTH nacTefi npefljiojKeHHn. Bo II rjiaBe a B T o p paccMBTpHBaeT HecKOJibKO THnoB Heo6xoaHMbix p a c K p H B a i o n u i x
aneMeHTOB h a H a j i n a n p y e T hx c cHHTaKCHnecKOH h c e M a H T H i e c K o f i T O i e K 3 p e n H H .

8Jiei«eHT npe«cTaB^neTCH

cjiohchoh

3to

b

hbjihiotcb;

b

sjibmghtob

hochtcjih

hocth

ito oh

b

3toh

(IIjiockoctj»

III. B
r u a B e aBTop pacciwaTpHBaeT npo6jiei«y rurocKOCTeH HHCTaHnpfl.
H H C T a H n n n , b KOTopofl HaxoflHTcn aaHHoe npe;(JioweHHe, onpeflejineTCH HHTeHCHBHOcTbio
KOHTeKCTa
cnocoCoM BoafleficTBirH KOHTeKCTa Ha nocTpoeHHe n p e f l j i o w e u n a . ) Oh pasfleJineT
He npeTeHflyn Ha OKOHiaTeJibHoe peineHHe
Ha n p o c T w e (HopMajibHue), ocoSue
B h K i n H e (cBepxHHCTaHUHOHHue). B o6jiacra n p o c T h i x nJiocKOCTeii
HBJineTcn
Ta HJiocKOCTb, b K O T o p o i i Haxo^HTCH npefljjoHteHHH, r«e BJiHHHHe KOHTeKCTa o6Hapy>KHBaeTCH HamueHee npKO
w e BOBce lie o&HapyjKHBaeTCH ( H a n p . npeflJioweHHe A g i r l broke
a vase, cocTaBHue
K O T o p o r o nepeaaiOT HOBue n p e « C T a B n e H H f l ) . B yKaaaHHOH o6nacTH
Ha caMOM B e p x y noinemeHa Ta n j i o c K o c T b , rjie B03fleiicTBne KOHTeKCTa Ha cooTBeTCTBeHHbie
npeAJioweHHn nBJineTcn HnnGojiee
^Hanp. n p e / y i o w e H H e She d i d i t , Bee cocTaBHue
qacTH K O T o p o r o
He
o^HHaKOBOH Mepe
yKa3biBaK>T Ha npeflmecTByioninH
TeKCT.) MewAy o6eHMH
HMeeTCH, ecTerTBeHHO, pnfl nepexoflHbix nJiocKOCTeii. —

h

hx —
h

—

ochobhoh

hjih
ihcth

hpkhm
— xotji h b
hjiockocthmh

OCOOUMH

njIOCKOCTHMH

HHCTaHn,HU

—

koh-

HpCHCTaBJIHIOTCH

B B T O p y T e , B KOTOpblX JieHCTBVfOT

oco6ue ceMaHTHKO-KOHTeKCTyanbHbie cpeflCTBa <DIH1. 3th cpejv.TBa e H r H a j i H a n p y i o T , vto
ohh — BMecTe co CBH3aHHoii c hhmh cocTaBHOH qacTbio — othochtch k Hapy, hjih w e — jih6o
caMH n o ce6e, jih6o c otmghchhoh cocTaBHoii Har.Tbio — o6pa3yKT co6cTBeHHO Hflpo, H(i3abhchmo ot T o r o , B K a K o i i n p o c T o i i njiocKOCTH naHHOe npeanoweHHe H a x o A H ^ o c b 6u, e c j i n 6li
B HeM ocoGoro cpcflCTBa He BCTpeiajiocb. (Oco6oe cpeflCTBO kbk 6yjrroflo6aBoiHOBCTaBUHeTcn B npejiJioweHHe, A o p M a n b H O y w e saKOHHeHHOe b ^ p y r H x OTHomeHHHX, cp. e v e n b npeflJioweHHH.x Even a g i r l b r o k e a vase, Even she d i d i t , h n i c h t b npefljioweHHH Sie h a b e n i h n
n i c h t d u r c h g e l a s s e n . ) — B o S n a c T H B b i c n i n x , C B e p x H H C T a H i ; H O H H U x njiocKocTefl Kaw^oe
MoweT cTaTb co6cTBeHHO HflpoM
KOMnoHeHTOM p a c n p o c T p a H e H H O H CoScTBeHHO
C.BepxHHCTaHn,HOHHbiM
e r o Han6ojiee THnnqHOM BHjje a B T o p ciHTaeT TaKoe npeAn o w e H H e , KOTopoe npeACTaBJineT,
K o n m o (noBTopeHHe) npewJioweHHn,
ywe B M C K a s a H H o r o ,
c y m e c T B y i o m e r o TOJibKO
K O T o p a n , oflHaKO,

cjiobo
ochobu.

hjih

b

coSctbghho,
jihSo
jihoo
b mhcjih, kohhk),
pe3K0 BhineUHeT OflHO C
JIOBO (H OHO CT8H0BHTCH CoScTBeHHO H^pOM, B TO BpeMfl K a K OCTajIbHbie cjioBa C T a H O B m c n p a c n p o c T p a H e H H O H ochoboh, Hanp. T h e y h a v e answered a l l the
questions. B oSjibcth bwchihx njiocKocTefl HHCTam^HH, naH6ojiee hhtbhchbho 3 a T p a r H B a e M 0 H
BJiHBHHeM KOHTeKCTa, He fleiicTByioT y w e HHKaKHe c e M a H T H K o - K O H T e K C T y a j i b H u e c p e « C T B a .
K o H u e n n H H nJiocKOCTeii H H C T a H n n u flejiaeT
j i y i m e e nonHinaHHe OTOomeHHn
Onn
rpaMMaTHiecKOMy njiaHy
II
o CHHTaKCHMecKHX OTuoraeHHHX Mewj(y HeTeM a T H i e c K H M H r j i a r o J i a M H h hx HeTeMaTHqocKHMH Heo6xoflHMbiMH p a c K p u B a i o n i H M H ajieMeHTaMH). B o C n a c T H npocTiix nJiocKOCTeii raaroji MoweT CTaTb n ^ p o M jinuib Torfla, e c j i a
hct npenjiTCTBHn c o c i o p o H U H e i e M a T H i e c K o r o H e o 6 x o a H M o r o p a c n p o c T p a H H i o n ; e r o 3JieMeHTa, n p n n e M ^ p y r n e , He coBceM H e o 6 x o « H M H e sjieMeHTM
cjiyiae
HaJininn—
hh npeflinecTBOBaTb n e p e « raaroJiOM. KoHi;eni(HH n j i o c K o c T e f l HHCTaHUHii n o M o r a e T y c T a HOBHTb « H a n a 3 o n B03Aeflc.TBHn OTaeJibHbix ceMaHTHKO-KOHTeKCTyaJibHbjx cpe^cTB OUTl
n BOo6me Bcex
cooSmeHHH.

k

(cm.

tji.

bosmotkhlim

—b

hx

hojhk-

cjiob b co6ctbghhom bktc
hmh cyniecTBHTejibHoe CTaHOBHTCH co6cTBeHHO HflpoM j i e r i e
h n a m e , hto ctoht, HecoMiienHO, b CBnsn c e r o m n p o K H M H B03M0>KH0CTnMH n p H M e H e s H H
B pa3Hbix CHHTaKCHnecKHx pojmx. B 3tom B3aHM00TH0uieuHH (DUIl k r p a M M a T H i e c i . o M y
c T p o K npeAJioweHHn cJieflyeT y c M a T p H B a T b OflHy H3 n p H i H H cflBHra ot r j i a r o J i b H o r o cnoco6a
BbipaweHHH k HMeHHOMy cnoco6y BbipaweHHH. TaKofl cflBHr, K a K H3BecTH0, oco6eHHO CHJibHO
Ilo cpaBUCHnw c raarojioM

l

DpOHBJineTCH B COBpeMeHHOM aHrjIHHCKOM H3HKe.
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I V . n o c j i e f l H i m rcraBa a a T p a r n B a e T n p o 6 j i e M y noTeHiTJiaJibHOCTH, T . e. T a K o r o fiBJiGHHH,
K O T o p o e B 0 3 H H K < i e T T O I V O , nor.ua iipe/L'ioiKeiiHe A o n y c K a e T , I T O G M c T e n e a n ^iiuaMHMHOCTH
erococTaBHbix iacTc£i nepeflaBaJincb D O Kpafiiieu Mepe jiByMti cnocoGaiwu. A B T O P o6pamaeT
BHHMaHHe Ha Te c n y H H H B H C M C U K O M n3WKe, rue B 0 3 M o w n o c T b iiepoMaHH n o KpafiHefi Mepe
H B y M n c n o c o 6 a M H oSycjiOBJieiia HencHOCTbio TecHOH H J I H c B o 6 o « H o i d C B H S H H e r e M a T H i e c K O r o
r n a r o j i a H e m H e T e M a T i m e c K o r o a/iBepGHaJibHOi-o p a c K p u B a i o i u e i ' o aJioMeHTa — oGcTOHTeJibCTBa (HencHOCTbio, HBflneTcn jin aABep6naJibHoe , , ^ o n o i i H e i i H e " Heo6xoAHMUM). B HeMunKOM
l

H3LIK0 HaJinn.0 B03M0>KH0CTb H 3 6 t W a T b flByCMblCJlCHHOCTb TaKHM 06pa30M, 'ITO B 0TJ1H4HG
O T H o p M a / i h H o r o i i p a e M a 3ACCb c.TaBiiT TaKoe aABep6HaJibH0e flonojineHHe Ha Konen, iipeaJiow e H H f i H , TaKHM o6pa30M, cnrHaJiHaHpyiOT ero B o 6 n a c T H n p o c T u x [ I J I O C K O C T P H HHCTamiHH,
nawe ecjm O H O o 6 o 3 H a i a e T coocTBeiiHO nupo. (Cp. . . . als sie rail den Trikoloren und Mens c h e n r e c h t e n e i n g e z o g e n w a r e n H a l s sie e i n g e z o g e n w a r e n mit den Trikoloren und Menschenrccliteri).
H e c M o r p n Ha T O , T T O Hac.TonrunH T p y a He o x B a m n Beex B O 3 M O J K H H X THnoB c j r y i a e B , Bee
we HccJienoBaHHUH M a T e p a a j i iBHfleTejii.ci'ByeT o T O M , WTO p a 3 J i H » i H o e n o J i o w e H B o rJiaroJia
B aHIVIHHCKOM, HCMCnKOM H HelUCKOM n S U K a X MOWHO lipHBeCTH B COOTBfTCTBHe C TeOpHeH
o <Dnn, 'ITO oGycjioBJieHo cnenacpiniecKHM ceMaHTH'iecKHM x a p a K T e p o M r j i a r w i a . JJawe TaM,
r«e Ha/THuo c j j y i a n n o T e H n n a ; i b H o e T H , rviaroji tiejiban c i i r r a T b HHtfHcpcpepeHTHbiM K (Dnn,
H6O sflecb peMb m i e T o He B n o / m e o;uio3HaiHOM BsaHMO/ieucTBHH cpeflCTB (DIH1. X O T I I cpeflc T B a cbnn He cpyHKUHOunpyiOT c oeaoroBopo^Hofi o«H03Ha»iHOCTbio, O H H Bee w e o6paayiOT
B Bbicmen cTeneHH o p r a H H 3 0 B B H H y i o cncTe.wy H 3 K O B ^ I X . pew T B , B 3 a i i M 0 r B H 3 a n H y i o c flpyT H M H cHCTeM&MH H S J . K O B J X
c p e ^ c T B H coaftaioinyio BMecTe c H H M H onuy o6myw cHcTeMy
fI3MKa.
FlepeBOA: P O M S H
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